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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

'l'hG Hegion M Cluster Evaluo.tion report is comprised o[ two 
sections dealing with diffGront aspects of program/project moni
toring, assessment and evaluation. Section I (Anti-Crime Programs: 
Cluster Evaluation) is restricted to an "analysis of general project 
design and effectiveness of techniques for the Seaside, Salinas and 
Santa Cruz projects. Section II (A Recommended Evaluation Strategy) 
suggests a standardized monitoring, assessment and evaluation stra
tegy to be used henceforth for all LEAA-OCJP financed anti-crime 
projects in Region'M. 

SECTION I - SUMMARY 

Three separate and distinct crime prevention activitiGs in 
Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz have been involved in the Region M 
Cluster Evaluation. The evaluative research effort, as initially 
conceived, contemplated a comparative study of data acquisitions 
and data reduction efforts that would enable the Chiefs of Police 
of the three jurisdictions to reach management decisions that 
would maximize the effectiveness of operational units in reducing 
criminal opportunities. 

The essence of each of the three projects can be stated 
succinctly: 

Seaside 

Salinas 

Santa Cruz 

- 11 ••• reducing ... burglaries ... through 
uti1izing computer-obtained predictions 
of where these crimes will occur and to 
(employ) specially trained personnel 
utilizing special equipment and tech
niques to areas designated by the 
(computer-obtained) predictions. 1I 

- 11 •• • integrating trained (police) officers 
to supply selective criminal activity 
information to an automated (criminal) 
data processing system. 1I 

- 11 (to provide) ... a computer based module 
for allocating (police personnel) resources 
in an effective and efficient manner for 
th(~ Santa Cruz Police Department. II 

The common denominator was that each of the projects was to 
use a small cadre of specially trained officers to generate crime 
management information pe.rmitting most effective utilization of 
limited police manpower to reuuce the incidence of crime (emphasis 
on crimes against property) in each of t.he three separate police 
jurisdictions. Santa Cruz c..POSSE.} places particular emphasis on 
the role of management and decision-making techniques in police 
manpower (patrol) allocations. 
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The common approach for each of the t~hree Region M anti
crime projects was to: 

• Improve police patrol ·techniques and effectiveness; 

• Improve investigations and case clear~nce rates; 

G Reduce the mar,ket for stolen property; 

• Improve the security of burglary targets; 

® Encourage public programs of education, awareness and 
community involvement; and 

e Increase the quality of police services to the 
communities. 

Since the Region M Cluster Evaluation was conceived as a 
method for accomplishing measurement of the comparative effective
ness of reasonably similar anti-crime/manpower allocation/deployment 
projects, the Evaluation Specialist undertook an in-depth examination 
of the individual projects approaches. Indeed, at the outset of the 
evaluation work effort in December 1973, it was anticipated that the 
Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz projects would have been supported, 
prior to activation, with adequate data acquisitions. It was thought 
that each of the jurisdictions would be in possession of solid base
line data on demographic characteristics of the communities, specific 
crime and incj dent activities including burglaries, arrests, case 
clearances, property recovery evaluations, etc. 

As a vehicle for evaluating effectiveness of the projects, 
each of the police jurisdictions was to develop and maintain copies 
of incident reports 'which, in turn, would be used to identify the 
census tract or police grid in which incidents occurred. Such reports 
were to be verified for correctness. 

In actual fact, as the anti-crime projects eventually were 
implemented in Seaside and Salinas (Santa Cruz not to become oper
ational before September 1974), each jurisdiction endeavored to 
a.cquire further detailed knowledge concerning the local crime 
situation following project start-up. While much of the basic data 
(incident reports, arrest records, case clearance incormation, 
property recovery values, etc.) was available pre-project start-up, 
it was not always in a form ,that would permit easy utilization for 
analytical purposes. 

It became apparent in late February 1974, some 1':WO months 
following initiation of the evaluation effort, that tr.\e greatest 
contribution would derive from careful scrutinization by the 
Evaluation Specialist of such actual performance data ~s might be 
available, supplemented by field interviews with key project 
personnel, to elucidate actual work techniques and procedures used 
or contemplat.ed for use by Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz. 
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At this pa.rticular point in time, it became evident that thp. , 
relatively short-term evaluation effort would not be comparat1ve, 
but rather would be a commentary on the composite effectiveness 
of the several projects comprising the cluster. 

As a consequence, Section I of the report deals comprehen
sively with the diverse project evaluation methods that prevail 
for each of the three separate projects, and accomplishes an 
interim analysis and evaluation of the ant~-crime ?l~ste~ as a 
whole, including comment on individual proJect deflc1encles and 
success factors. 

The study indicates that programmatic crime preventio~, as 
contrasted with crime solution and law enforcement per se, 1S a 
relatively· new experience for local police jurisdictions. Of the 
three projects "evaluated" in the Region.M cluster, as ,?f June 1, 
1974, only one (Seaside) had been operatlonal for a p~r1od of 
more than one year; another (Salinas) had been operat1onal for 
substantially less than one year; while a~other (~an~a Cruz) had 
not yet gone operational. Thus, comparatlve stat7st1cal evc;tlu
ation has not been possible, nor will it be practlcable unt1l 
each of the projects has been effectively operational over c;t 
sustained period of time. Project administrators were unanlmous 
in their assertions that activities had not been on-stream for 
a sufficient period of time to measure results other than on a 
tentative subjective basis. 

Subjectively there is no doubt that each of the projects in 
its own way has contributed or will contribute to crime,prevention 
and suppression. A common objective of each ,?f the proJects has 
been to encourage coop-3ra tion bet'tveen the POllCE:; departments and 
the business and residential communities which they serv~., The 
clear intent has been to bring the police and the commun1t1es 
together in cooperative selective crime prevention efforts. 

Police programs designed to reduce,crime oftentim~s.have 
a direct effect on attitudes of the publ1C (both la~-ab1d1ng a~d 
non-law-abiding segments) towards the police estab17shment, ~hlCh 
in tUJ~n affects the crime rate. Many police-communl~y relat10ns 
programs are designed with this in mind. I~deed, cr~e control 
programs aro quite dependent on goodco~un1ty ~elat1ons ~o 
achieve their goals; .and therefore publ1C relat10ns campa1gns , 
usually are instituted concurrent with c;tnd as a,part of t~e ant~
crime project. The success of the publ1C reJat10ns c~mpalgn 
should not be interpreted as a substitute fOL evaluat10n of the 
anti-crime project in any police jurisdiction. 
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Conclusions of Section I are: 

G Each of the three anti-crime projects .involved in the 
Region M Cluster Evaluation, although seeking the , same 
general objectives of efficient management of pD~1ce 
resources and diminution of criminal incidents, 1S 
unique in design, strength of data base, financLal 
grant support requirements for the acquisition of 
equipment and police manpower staffing requirerrents, 
and each has a non-conforming evaluation design. 

e Region M staff believes a useful purpose '\vould be 
served by bringing together the three involved Project 
Directors in a series of workshops in which each of the 
projects would be fully described and critiqued. 
Through this process the three police jurisdictions 
will benefit from problems/successes experienced by 
the respective police jurisdictions in day-to-day 
operations, and, more importantly, as a device for 
generating a standardized evaluative design and 
evaluation methodology. 

• Since crime displacement invar::.c.bly affects immediately 
contiguous communities, invitations to the '\,orkshops 
should be extended to police jurisdictions that have 
not heretofore activated innovative anti-crime projects. 
Specifically, because of proximity to Seaside, both 
Monterey and Pacific Grove should be extended invita
tions to attend, as should Capitola and Aptos (through 
the Office of Sheriff and Coroner, County of Santa Cruz) 
because of their proximity to Santa Cruz and because of 
anticipated rapid urbanization of those areas. 

• Each of the projects should continue to receive LE.AA/ 
OCJP financial and technical assistance support during 
FY .1974/1975 in conformity with pre-agreed financial 
requirements. 
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SECTION 11 - SU~~RY 

This section discusses the concept of evaluation research 
as it should be applied to crime prevention programs. Stress is 
laid on the fact that evaluation analysis should be accomplished 
on a regularly scheduled basis as an aid to police administration 
and operational management. 

Evaluation is importan·t in assessing the effectiveness of 
anti-crime projects and to determine their feasibility for repli
cation in other police jurisdictions. Questions that must be 
addressed in any practical evaluation are: 

• How can program/project effectiveness be measured? 

• How reliable is the data base and accumulated 
statistics? 

e What constitutes an effective/acceptable evaluation 
design? 

• Who should have responsibility for project monitoring 
and evaluation? 

e At what chronological periods in the life of a criminal 
justice program/project should monitoring and evaluation 
be conducted? 

Section II provides a forthright explication of evaluation 
methodology, evalua.tion planning, evaluation implementati0J?-' pro-
gram/project standardization, and evaluation component,reV1ew that 
might be universally applied to anti-burglary-theft/cr1me supp~es
sion and force allocation activities similar to those confront1ng 
law enforcement jurisdictions both in'Region M and throughout 
California. 

Section II urges adoption of a standardized evaluation d~sign 
for all CCCJ/OCJP financed projects henceforth proposed by Reg10n M 
proponents. In the absence of a strong statewide program/project 
evaluation capability within·the organizational structure of the 
Office of Criminal Justice Planning, Sacramento, it is important to 
create a monitoring/assessment/evaluation capability within OCJP 
regional staffs. 

At the time a proJect is conceived by any Region M proponent, 
it should be incumbent on Region M staff to assist in ~he q~anti
fication of project objectives; establishment of relat10nsh1ps 
between project objectives and regional goals; identification of 
evaluation measures; determination o.f basic data needs; devel,?pm~nt 
of analytical methodology; establislunent of schedules for per70d1c 
monitoring of project activities; and performance of comparatlve 
analyses, including cost effectiveness studies. 
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, ~he essential purpose of evaluation planning is to make 
prov7s~<?ns for measuring the effectiveness of projects. Steps to 
real~st~c ~valuation planning and effective project implementation 
are: prec~s~ ~tatemen! of , goals and objectives, including refer
ence to spec~f~c guant~tat~ve measurements; establishment of a 
.rea~oz:ably precise relationship between Regional criminal justice 
act~v~ty goals ~nd specific project objectives; development of a 
proJe~t evaluat~on design (synonymous with evaluation measurement 
tecrm~q~es); determination of data needs, recog~ition of data 
constra~nts, and creation of an in-project potential for mainte
nance of adequate reporting capabilities; and determination of 
method~ of da"!=-a analysi,s tha"!=- will contribute to project per£or
ma~c~ ~va~uat7on. A,schemat~c diagram of a proposed standardized 
cr~m~r:al Just~ce proJect evaluation procedure for Region M, which 
conce:-vably c~uld have even broader applicability, is depicted on 
page ~x of th~s Executive Summary. 

The evaluator must determine which data valUes are required 
for effective quan~itative measurement and over what time frame 
the measurem7nts w~ll be accomplished. Data requirements and 
data co~lect~on ~rocedures are essential elements to effective 
eval~at~on,plann~ng., Ba~e data acquired over a sustained eriod 
of t~me Er~or to act~vat~on of a crime prevention project ~ffords 
the oz:lY real~y, reliable technique for measurLlg project effecti ve
ness ~n guant~f~able terms. 

S~ction I~ sets ,down basic evaluation principles that hence
forth can ~enef~t Reg~on M project proponents seekinq LEAA-CCCJ 
irant fund~~g. It proposes a standardized procedure-to be foIl d 

f~~mer~~~f!~O~o~~e~~~:if~:~1~~ ~~~~ ~~~~e~~~~~~U~~~!~~i~~ ir~!:~~s 
the proJects have progressed from experimental to fully t' 1 status. opera ~ona 

is Among the more important considerations in project evaluation 
the need for the evaluative researcher (E l' " 

to ma~ntain strong liaison with individuals ~~t~~~~~~ Spec~al~st) 
agenc~es ~ho have ,administrative and operational resp~n~f~~~~ent 
for any g~ven proJect. The Evaluation Specialist ~ ~ty 
have a comprehensive knowledge of the LEAA t . absolutely must 
of t;he, criminal justice system wi th particul~~n m~na~ement cy~le, 
0Eerat~ons, and also with data that can i -1 emp as~s oz: pol~ce 
equal ~mportance, all Project Directors w~~ uence ev~l~at~on~. Of 
0Eerat~onal responsibilities for anti-crime h~~~ adm~n~strat~ve/ 
knowledgeable concerning the intricaci p ,Jects mpst be generally 
of evaluation without getting overly i~~~1~:au7rement~ a~d problems 
Eulations and evaluation technology S h t~n stat~st~cal mani-b f ' -' uc mu ual collabora t ' '-II 

e 0 ,ass~stance in uncovering problems while th ' ~~n ~~, 
and w~ll ease the transition of the project frome~hst~ll a7e ~nc~p~ent, 
phase to a more sophisticated and effective ~,e exper~mental operat~onal phase. 
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In order to assure timely and effective project evaluation 
that does not impose on project operational personnel a requirement 
to become experts in evaluation research, Section II proposes 
that an individual or individuals with programmatic evaluati.ve 
research experience be added to Regional staffs throughout the 
State of California. An Evaluation Specialist should be added 
to Region M staff on a match-free basis to assist all project 
proponents in the co'unties of Monterey, Santa Cruz and San 
Benito with evaluation design for all LEAA-CCCJ funded activities. 
Criminal justi.ce agency project proponents and Project Directors 
properly could and should look to the Region M staff Evaluation 
Specialist for technical assistance in development and direction 
of project evaluation design. 

In the event that such technical assistance capability is 
approved for supplementing th.e Region M staff, a clear prior 
understanding should exist between the Region M Executive Director, 
operational proponents, sponsoring agencies, and the California 
Council on Criminal Justice/Office of Criminal Justice Planning 
as to what each desires or can expect to get in terms of what 
eacl1 wants to know concerning project success measurement. 

Since program/project evaluation ca.n fail unless the 
designated evalu.ator maintains strong and continuing liaison 
with the proponent law enforcement agency having primary respon
sibilitv for the project, it is recommended that the Evaluation 
Specialist should be a part of the permanent staff of the Regional 

Executive Director. 

The selected Region M staff specialist should be fully 
knowledgeable concerning all criminal justice programs/projects, 
both ongoing and contemplated in Region tvl. This will permit 
constant and effective liaison with beneficiary agencies and 
proponents of LEAA/CCCJ grants throughout Region M, ,the provi~ion 
of OCJP Region M staff guidance for program and proJect plann~ng, 
monitoring and assessment of in-region projects on a quarterly 
basis, performance of liaison on a regular basis with OCJP's 
standards and Evaluation Division in Sacramento, and also 
guarantee timely preparation of final project evaluation reports. 
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The Region M staff specialist will have evaluative research 
technical compe'tence to formulate individual project c;riteria to: 

e Quantify project objectives; 

• Establish relationships between project objectives 
and measurable impact; 

• Identify evaluation measures; 

• Determine pre-project activation data needs i 

• Develop methods for individual and cluster project 
analysis; 

• Monitor ongoing project performance; 

G Perform terminal program/proj ect evaluations, including 
determination of the reasons for the degrees of success" 
(or failure) achieved; and 

• Assist project proponents in the continuation, coordi
nation, and/or replication of successful anti-crime 
activities and in the use of Ci. staridardized evaluation 
format. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The California Bureau of Criminal Statistics confirms that 

in 1971 there were 391,157 burglaries-reported throughout the 

state, repx-esenting aggregate loss valued at more than $45,000,000. 
-

Burglaries alone accounted for 55% of all felony crimes reported 

in California in 1971, of which 36,522 were committed by adults 
, 

and 35,842 by juveniles. Numerically in 1971, California burglary 

figures were higher than those in any of the other 49 states. As 

a consequence, early in 1972 the California Attorney General said: 

"Burglary (requires) ... intensive attention, because 
(it) is the (most prevalent) serious crime which keeps 
California very much in the running for the unhappy 
distinction of being- America's crime capital. Law 
enforcement in California has done a good job, and is 
striving to do abetter job, of making our streets 
relatively safe. (However) •.. the criminal who has 
caused California to have a dramatically increasing 
rate of crime is the burglar. (While) ... few of our 
citizens will be the victims of rape, robbery, or 
murder ... the one crime that is very apt to strike at 
any of us is burglary. (And, as a consequence, it is 
the intention of the State of California) ••• to signi
ficantly reduce the occurrence or lower'the rate of 
increase of the crime of burglary ... through the 
selective utilization of community and law enforcement 
resources, and to provide an evaluative description of 
the various techniques for statewide appl~cation."I 

Although the three separate and distinct crime prevc~tion 

activities which comprise the Region M Cluster Evaluation are not 

part of the State of California's Crime Specific Burglary Program, 

which has been pursued in 18 separate police jurisdictions in 

large urban conce~trations of papulation, the Region M Cluster 

Evaluation was conceived to measure overall goal achievement and 

relative successes of the techniques used in each pf the three 

involved Region M police jurisdictions (Seaside, Salinas, ': Santa 

Cruz) . 

lEvelle J. Younger, Attorn~y General, State of California J' at a 
special press conference in Sacramento, Calif., September 16, 1971. 

1 
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The Region M.Cluster Evaluation, as originally conceived, 

contemplated a :r:'i~view of data acquisitions and data 'reductions 

efforts that should enable the Chiefs of Police of the Cities 

of Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz to reach management decisions 

that would maximize the effectiveness of police units in reducing 

criminal opportunities (emphasis on burglaries) within their 

respective jurisdictions. 

The essence of each of the three projects can be stated 
succinctly: . 

Seaside 

Salinas 

Santa Cruz 

" d' b 1 . - ... re uClng •.. urg arles ... through 
utilizing computer-obtained predictions 
of where these crimes will occur and to 
(employ) specially trained personnel 
utilizing special equipment and tech
niques to areas designated bY,the 
(computer-obtained) predictions." 

- " •.. integrating trained (police) officers 
~o sUPPlr selective criminal activity 
lnfonnatlon to an automated (criminal) 
data processing system." 

- "(to provide) ... a computer based module 
for allocating (police personnel) re
sources in an effective and efficient 
manner for the Santa Cruz Police Depart
ment.n 

The common denominator is that each of the projects is to 

use a small cadre of specially trained officers to generate crime 

management information that will permit most effective utilization 

of limited police manpower to reduce the incidence of crime 

(emphasis on burglary and other crimes against property) in each 

of the three separate police jurisdictions. 

2 

The co~~on approach in each of the three Region M anti

crime projects has been to: 

$ Improve police patrol techniques and effectiveness; 

• Improve investigations and burglary clearance rates; 

• Reduce the market for stolen property; 

G Improve the security of burglary targets (commercial 
buildings, private residences, and other facilities) i 
and 

• Encourage pUblic programs of education, awareness and 
community involvement. 

II. REGION M ANTI-CRIME PROGRAM DESCRIPTION2 

Since the Region M Cluster Evaluation was conceived as a 

method for accomplishing measurement of the comparative effect

iveness of reasonably similar anti-crime projects functioning in 

each of three separate police jurisdictions, an in-depth examin

ation of the individual project approaches is essential to eventual 

analysis of overall performance. 

A. Seaside Crime Prevention Program (CCCJ Project No., 1152) 

Traffic in dangerous drugs and hard narcotics, coupled 

with an ever upward trend in felony crime, of which commer

cial and residential burglary is the most prominent, has 

been apparent in Seaside since 1968-1969. Because of budget 

constraints, there has been no real opportunity to combat 

2rn conventional evaluation research, "program" refers to a group 
of "projects" with similar aims and objectives (e.g., crime 
suppression-burglaries) that can be evaluated on a comparative 
performance basis because of common purpose considerations. 
Technically, "project" is a specific isolated activity which is 
evaluated in relation to accomplishment or non-accomplishment of 
specific objectives set forth.in the project agreement or contract. 
However, for purposes of this study, no distinction is made 
between "program" and "project". 

3 
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the burglary problem through the addition of police 

personnel in numbers adequate to saturate the commercial/ 

residential communities of Seaside and still perform the 

imperative day-to·-day conventional police functions. 

Since Seaside police manpower resources have been limited, 

a determination was made in 1970 that a Special Unit'should 

be created to focus on areas of high commercial/residential 

burglary incidents. Of particular concern was the matter 

of commanding and controlling limited police manpower 

through selective deployment, and as a necessary alternative 

to saturation patrol. 

The Seaside Crime Prevention Program, PhaseI/Burglary was 

conceived as a technique to reduce commercial and residential 

burglary through use of computer-obtained "predictions" of 

where crimes will occur and to t~rget specially trained 

personnel using special equipment and techniques t:.o areas 

designated by the predictions. Additionally, under a 

separately funded Seaside Community Relations Program 

(Operation Neighborhood Alert), cornnunity aides contact 

business/residential owners and occupants to instruct on 

business/residential security, property inventorying, and 

recognition and reporting of suspicious activities. 

The Seaside Crime Prevention ,Program was initiated on a 

limited experimental basis in July 1970, with necessary start

up funds provided by the City of Seaside. At that time, and 

over ensuing months, basic data collection techniques evolved. 

Standard data forms were developed for use by all Seaside 

police officers responsible for the preparation of crime/ 

burglary reports. Report data included: report identifi

cation, facts of occurrence (date, time, weather), area of 

4 
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crime, precauti~nary measures (if any), physical evidence, 

and merchandise identification (losses). The reports then 

were reviewed for significant information, reduced to 

compu·ter punch-cards, programmed and analysed for signifi-

cant variab"les. The variables were tested for mathematical 

significance by computer. Gradually, patterns began to 

emerge, and by mid-197l an adequate data base existed to 

permit the Seaside Police Department to initiate a limited 

experiment, using computer generated predictors to assign 

patrol personnel to areas of imminently potential burglary. 

Essenti"ally, the computer software system accomplishes 

two distinct functions. One function is to record new data 

on burglaries; and the other function is to create maximum 

liklihood "predictions" for burglary occurrences by census 

tract. On a daily basis, all new data on burglaries (time l 

weather, building type, modus operandi, items stolen, census 

tract, etc.) are read into the computer disc file. When a 

"prediction" is required, the computer inputs are weighted 

to take account of the predictor variables. Almost simul-

taneously, all City of Seaside census tracts then are ranked 

from highest to lowest as to liklihood of burglary on a 

forward time basis. 3 

A.l. Objectives: Seaside Crime Prevention Program 

• Utilize Seaside Community Relations Program 

aides to implement both commercial and residen

tial seminars on crime prevention, commercial/ 

residential security and neighborhood safety, 

to maximize citizen cooperation and involvement 

in the preven,tion and repo:r-ting of crime and 

in the detection and apprehension of criminals, 

primarily burglars. 

3The Computer Software System Flowchart Description used by Seaside 
Police Department Program of Crime Suppression, Phase If Burglary 
is reproduced as APPENDIX A hereto. 
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e Utilize a combination of data-gathering and 

computer technology to supply daily computer 

predict.ions as to when (month/week/day/hour), 

where (census tract/neighborhood), and how 

(forceful entry/lock-picking/etc.), and under 

what conditions (weather/public event/parade/ 

etc.) burglaries will occur. 

• Maximize effectiveness of crime prevention 

(burglary) patrol in Seaside through: 

use of Spec"i'a'l Un"i t uniformed officers f 

utilizing an unmarked patrol car, who 

have received special training and whose 

work hours will be determined by computer 

prediction requirementsi and 

coordination of Special Unit activities 

with regular patrol and investigations, 

in order to have an integrated police 

effort against burglaries. 

o Achieve an increase in burglary arrest and 

clearance rates. 

• Reduce average police response times on burglary 
intercepts. 

• Achieve a reduction in burglaries of at least 

50% from informal inception of the program 

(1969/1970) through end of the formal grant 

phase (1974/1975). 

6 

S Provide interested law enforcement agencies 

throughout Region M with access to the 

Seaside Police Department's computerized MO 

file search on open caSES, thus assisting 

in case investigation and clearance; also, 

with bi-weekly intelligence reports on known 

burglars, vehicles, usual hours of operation, 

associates, addresses, Mas and fence~ (if 

known) . 

o Train designated representatives from" interested 

law enforcement agencies of Region M in the 

program, its methodology and application, and 

encourage the initiation of simila~ anti-crime 

programs in other police jurisdictions. 

• At completion of the 1972-1975 grant period, 

release in booklet form accurate statistics, 

charts, graphs, costs, standard operating 

procedures, and any other information required 

to duplicate the Seaside crime suppression 

program 1n other law enforcement agencies in 

Region M. 

B. Salinas Program of Crime Suppression (CCCJ Project No. 1442) 

Salinas is the largest city in the Counties of Monterey, 

Santa Cruz and San Benito. Doubling of the population from 

31,200 to 62,500 over the lO-year span, 1963-1973, has 

tremendously increased the demand for police service. Whiie 

Salinas' crime rate is lower than the national average, 
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because of effective suppression activities, Ut"1fortunately, 

crimes against property and narcotics activities are 

unacceptably high, accounting for 50% of all such offenses 

in Monterey County. 

Because of social change throughout California, the 

Salinas Police Department perforce responded to non-police 

sociological problems through support of a Public Anti-

Crime Effort (PACE) 1 which essentially is a poLice department 

public relations effort designed to assist in the dissuasion, 

detection and suppression of criminal violators. This parti

cular effort suffered from personnel shortages, coupled with 

scarcity of information for the proper direction and coordi-, 
nation of available police manpower. As a consequence, CCCJ 

funding was sough't and approved to support a Special unit 

within the Salinas Police Department over a full three-year 

span. During the first six months of CCCJ-financed activity 

(August 1, 1973 through January 31, 1974), the Special unit 

was comprised of one senior office~, supported from in-kind 

contribution (but to be funded over the ensuing 30 months 

with CCCJ grant funds) i another senior officer ~nd a police 

clerk/data processing operator, supported by CCCJ grant 

funds from inception through completion of the project. The 

two senior of£icers work as a team: a Crime Suppression 

Officer analyzes and prepares data needed for most effective 

deployment of operational police personnel to selected crime 

areas; a Community Relations Of£icer analyzes and prepares 

data needed to coordinate and direct a p\ililic relations and 

education program for crime suppression. 

B.l. Objectives: Salinas Program of Crime Suppression 

• Analyse accumulated crime data to furnish pre

dictions as to when, where, how and under what 

8 
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conditions criminal activities will occur in 

Salinas I thus permitting most effective deploy

ment of police personnel in selected crime areas 

and in furtherance of Special unit and PACE 

activities. 

• Implement procedures for use of collected and 

analysed data within the Salinas Police Depart

ment, particularly for improved crime suppression 

recommendations by the Special Unit and for 

improved coordination of PACE a?tivities. 

• Prepare accurate statistics, charts, graphs, data 

analyses, procedural recommendations and related 

documents concerned with effectiveness of the 

Salinas Program of Crime suppression in the 

reduction of crime. 

• Reduce crimes against property (burglary and 

theft) by 5% ann~ally, through use of data,gather

ing and processing equipment to furnish bi-weekly, 

weekly and daily information (by census tracts) 

on criminal related incidents. 

• Special unit personnel will be knowledgeable 

concerning criminal activity and narcotics traffic, 

allowing fU:llest liaison with the Tri-County 

Organized Crime Information council and with the 

proposed Narcotics and Organized Crime Bureau of 

!vIqn terey County. 
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C. Santa Cruz - POSSE (CCCJ Project No. 1441) 

Confronted with one of ·the highest crime rates ill the 

nation, and in recognition of ever-increasing levels for all 

types of crime, the Santa Cruz Police Department in 1969 

began to formulate a data base, against which the incidence 

of crimes of various severities might be measured. It was 

rationalized that proper interpretation of the accumulated 

data would result in a more effective administration of 

police related activities. Unfortunately, the Santa Cruz 

Police Department experienced only limited success in trans

lating the abundant data into usable information. It was 

found that extant information was not of sufficient quality 

on which to base command decisions', and occasionally not in 

sufficient quantity to reveal the actual factual situation. 

Because of the Santa Cruz Police Departmentfs increasing 

contac·t with people, more and better information was required 

for intelligent decision making -- and inevitably more paper

work was required to collect essential data. Automation 

appeared to be the best solution to the problems associated 

with the ever-increasing amount of record keeping data, on 

'tIlhich to base police management decisions. Once a reasonably 

well managed data base had been created, through utilization 

of a comprehensive police incident report form devised by 

the Santa Cruz Police Department, the City of Santa Cruz in 

late 1971 made an exploratory approach to the California 

Council on Criminal Justice for grant support of a Police 

On Spot System Enforcement (POSSE) program a computer 

assisted decision making system to support police management 

in the allocation and deployment of police manpower resources, 

essentially a police command and control program. 

10 

Although the Santa Cruz system will not become 

operational until September 1, 1974, it eventually should 

provide information to allow operational commanders, crime 

analysts and management personnel to forecast crime and 

related workload needs. The intent of the system, as 

implied by its name POSSE -- Police On spot System Enforce

ment -- will specify location, date, time and nature of all 

police incidents and resources needed to adequately cope 

with these requirements. 

The Santa Cruz police Department will implement a 

command and control program involving use of a carefully 

structured incident report form and IBM s'ystGm 3 computer

ized information retrieval and police, personnel allocations 

d I , esponse times with a in such manner as to re uce po lce r 

corollary goal of increasing arrest rates. The basic 

intent is to develop and implement a system to identify 

police problem areas, analyze police needs within the 

city of Santa Cruz, and to determine the best allocation 

of police manpower resources. 

POSSE, when fully activated, should: 

• Integra·te the automated system into the 

Santa Cruz Police Oepartment's operating 

procedures, to provide management reports 

that will enable the police commander to 

make accurate and objective decisions 

concerning police operations. 

11 
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'I Su.pply timely data describing crime and inci

dent activity, to allow police management to 

adjust enforcement techniques and manpower 

availabilities to cope with changing events. 

• Provide field commanders with a decision matrix 

supported by information allowing the commanders 

to make manpower deployment decisions (when and 

where to deploy available resources) . 

• Generate a model of an information supported 

decision matrix! hopefully to be used as a 

model by the numerous police agencies through

out Region M (Monterey, Santa Cruz and San 

Benito Counties) • 

The ultimate system should offer a rapid response capa

bility for watch commanders to enter in the number of men 

available at any given time, and receive a deployment plan. 4 

The ultimate result should be to significantly reduce 

criminal activity in the City of Santa Cruz, and also to 

simultaneously provide effective and efficient services of 

a non-criminal nature to the community. 

C.l. Objectives: Santa Cruz - POSSE 

• Integrate an automated system into the Santa 

Cruz Police Department's operating procedure 

(including training manuals for police managers, 

analysts and clerical personnel) to provide 

info~mation that will enable the police commander 

to make accurate and objective decisions concern

ing force deployment. This general objective 

4See An Evaluation of Some Patrol Allocation Methods, by J. L. 
Carlin and C. L. Moodie, published in Police Magazine, 
September 1971. 
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will b8 measured in terms of: 

reduction of Santa Cruz Police Department 

overtime by 10%; 

- increase in preventive patrol time by 12%; 

- increase in inspectional patrol (commercial/ 

residential building checks) by 5%. 

o Provide field cOIT~anders with decision matrices 

supported by information facilitating manpower 

deployment decisions -- when and where to make 

deployments. Specifically, this should increase 

on view arrests by 10%. 

• Provide police administrators and city executives 

with management information formats to facilitate 

decisions regarding manpower allocations to 

support existing and projected workload, parti

cularly decisions determining the numbers and 

types of persons required to service the police 

needs of Santa Cruz. Specifically, this should 

reduce Santa Cruz Police Department overtime by 

10%. 

G Develop a feedback capability (through analysis 

and evaluative output product reports) for eval

uating what effect, if any, these decisions had 

on calls for police services. Specifically, 

these reportes should reflect a reduction in 

response time for crime in progress calls by 

5 9, o • 
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• Formulate a model of an information supported 

decision matrix to be adapted and used by 

police agencies throughout Region M (Monterey, 

Santa Cruz and San Benito Counties). Specific 

evaluative criteria will evolve around the 

suitability of POSSE as a model system. The 

matrix of weighted values will be the main 

determinant to measure the success of POSSE 

as a model system. 

PROPONENT ANTI-CRIME PROGRAM EVALUATION METHODS 

A. Seaside Crime' Prevention Program (CCCJ Project No. 1152) 

is to be evaluated in two ways: Process, and Product. 

The Process evaluation will give information from the 

computer files as to increases or decreases in the burglary 

rate as a resu~t of the use of predictions. The process 

evaluation will be used to increase the effectiveness of 

the program while it is operational. 

The Product evaluation will rest on findings at the end 

of the grant period, specifically: 

• Did the burglary ratG decrease significantly 

over the 3-year grant period, 1972-l975? 

• Were social costs reduced as against the cost 

of the program? Restated, was the program 

cost effective? 

• Will the program be continued without CCCJ/LEAA 

financial support? 

14 

• Was t-ile program a success, and d~.d it find 

acceptance within the Seaside Police Depart

ment and in the Seaside business and residen

tial communities? 

Interim measures (quarterly reports) to be used in 

evaluating the program should indicate: 

1) How well the program is meeting its goals; 

2) Extent to which the'program is contributing to the 

success of Seaside's Crime Prevention Program, Phase 

I/Burglary; and 

3) Con'tribution of all facets (computer predictions 1 

improved moveable property identification techniques, 

improved community relations) to overall program 

success. 

B. Sa.linas . .'!?rogram of Crime Suppression (CCCJ Proj ect No .. 

1442) is to be evaluated in accordance with criteria set 

forth in the project agreement as follows: 

• Crime in targeted areas will be reduced by 5% 

per annum adjusted for popUlation growth. 

• Analysis of criminal activity in designated 

program areas wi,ll be accomplished on a weekly 

basis. 

• Special reports will be prepared measuring time 

spent in selected geographic areas of Salinas 

by special patrol and detective units resulting 

15 
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from planned crime suppreSSiOl'l. operations vis

a-vis actual reduction of criminal incidents in 

those areas. 

• Quarterly analyses of criminal activity in 

targeted areas will be provided in a standard

ized repo:rt form. 

f!i A termina.l report will be prepared on overall 

project performance. The report will include 

statistical information on implementation of 

the program vis-a-vis reduction in crime rate. 

C. Santa Cruz - POSSE (CCCJ Project No. 1441) project 

evaluation design will determine to what degree the 

stated project objectives and the contributions of diverse 

operat:ional components contribute to overall pr:oject success. 

For the Santa Cruz Police Department's command and control 

progralu, three specific evaluation measures have been identi

fied: 

Arrest Rates. Tetal number ef arrests, reduced to' the 

incidence of stranger-to-stranger crimes, as a function 

of respon'se time. 

Clearance Rates. Number of stranger-to-stranger crimes 

selved, reduced to the number of stranger-to-stranger 

crimes reported, as compared to similar perieds ef 

previous menths, previous quarters, previous years. 

Results will indicate the contribution of the command 

and control program to quantifiable impact objectives, 

specifically, reduction of the Santa Cruz Police 

16 

Department overtime by 10%; reduction in response time 

by 5% for nc~imes in progress ll
; increase on view arrests 

by 10%; increase preventive crime patrol by 12%; increase 

commercial office and private residence surveillance by 

5% . 

Attitudinal Factors. Overall program evaluation-will 

make use of measures and data provided by POSSE's 
;, 

component activities. This will include attitudes of 

Santa Cruz police officers and commanders concerning: 

• Use of innovative manpower allocation schemes; 

• Assignment to police pool vehicles; 

• Innovative routines for shift assignments; 

• Changes in encounter frequency with vicitms/ 
offenders; 

• Use of computerized data; and 

• Use of a stationhouse crime location display 
scheme. 

Over the anticipated three-year period of project 

activity, the Santa Cruz Police Department will evaluate 

POSSE effectiveness by three distinct methods: 

1) Utilization of a matrix of weighted values, des~gned 

to measure accomplishments through "system change".5 

2) Specific quantifiable "impact" objectives will be 

evaluated for success through comparative studies 

to improve effectiveness of manpower utilization 

vis-a-vis diminution of crime incidence over the 

SSee SANTA CRU~ - POSSE EVALUATION MATRIX. 

17 
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three-year period of project activity. Quantifi

able lIimpactil objectives are: 

• Process 50,000 data cards (calls for police 
service) ; 

e Prepare 10 evaluative output product reports; 

• Develop 20 matrices for decision making; 

G Design 8 management report formats; and 

e Develop training manuals for police managers, 
clerical personnel and an~lysts. 

3) Specific "project performance" objectives will be 

measured in terms of improved pGlice department 

management and flexibility acquired through use of 

the automated system. 
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REGION M, OFFICE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE Ph~NNING, INTERIM 
ANALYSIS/EVALUATION OF THE ANTI-CRIME CLUSTER 

A. Cluster Analysis Work Procedure 

At the outset of the Region M Cluster Evaluation work 

effort in December 1973 r it was anticipated that the three 

projects (Seaside, Salinas, Santa Cruz) would have been 

supported, prior ~o activation, with adequate data acqui

sitions. In essence, it was ass~~e~ that each of the 

three police jurisdictions would be in possession of solid 

baseline data on burglaries, arrests, case clearance, pro-

perty recovery evaluations, etc., prior to start-up of the 

projects. 

As a vehicle for evaluating effectiveness of the respec

tive projects, each of the police jurisdictions was to 

develop and to maintain copies of incident reports which, 

in turn, would be used to identify the census tract (or 

police grid in the case of Santa Cruz) in which crimes 

against property occurred. Such reports were to be verified 

for correctness. Abstracts therefrom '\V'ere to be key punched 

in a standard format (which format unfortunately varied from 

one police jurisdiction to another) and maintained by the 

respective Project Directors in each of the three separate 

police jurisdictions for processing and eventual analysis. 

In actual fact, as the anti-crime projects eventually 

were implemented, each of the three police jurisdictions 

endeavored to acquire further detailed knowledge concerning 

the local crime situation (emphasis on burglaries) following 

project start-up. While much of the required ba.sic data 

(incident reports, arrest records, case clearance .information, 

property recovery values, etc.) was available within each of 

the respective jurisdictions pre-project start-up, it was 

not always in a ~orm that would permit easy utilization for 

analytical purposes. 
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Although the Region M Cluster Evaluation effort origi

nally was conceived as a vehicle for accomplishing compara

tive measurements of performance for the three projects 

involved in the cluster, it became apparent in late February 

1974, some 3 months following initiation of the evaluation 

effort, that the greatest contribution would derive from a 

careful scrutinization by the Evaluation Specialist of such 

actual performance data as might be available, supplemented 

by field interviews with key project personnel, to elucidate 

actual work techniques and proc~dures used or contemplated 

for use by Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz. In brief, the 

Region M Cluster Evaluati~n effort will not be comparative, 

but rather will be a commentary on the composite effec~ive

ness of the several projects comprising the cluster. 

The composite evaluation of effectiveness is necessi

tated by the fact that none of the three projects (Seaside, 

Salinas, Santa Cruz) were initiated simultaneously, neither 

were the projects adequately designed for experimental 

purposes with rigid experimental controls. As a consequence, 

they must be considered, for purposes of the Region M Cluster 

Evaluation effort, as tests within different police juris

dictions of crime prevention/abatement procedures, techniques 

for encouraging community involvement, and improved command 

and control for operational patrol units . 

In order to impute meaning to such basic data figures 

as were available, it was determined by the Region M Cluster 

Evaluation technician that in each instance a successful 

analysis/evaluation design for anti-crime projects would 

require: 

Thorough knowledge of the community {physical 

features, socia.l composition, economic s'tatus, 

demographic characteristics} in which the project 

20 
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is to function. To protect business and resi

dential communities, it is important to have 

know-ledge of the numbers, types, locations, 

occupancy patterns, and something of the 

"harcL.'1.ess ll or ttsoftness ll of crime targets in 

these communities. It is necessary to know 

the composition of the people frequenting these 

communities, in order to effectively recruit 

community support. 

• Thorough knowledge of. the community crime/burglary 

problem. This requires Special Unit familiarity 

with business/residential areas with high inci

dence of crimes against property and also with 

patterns of occurrence (time of day: methods of 

entry, types of property "liberated ll , etc.). 

e Knowledge of individuals with crime records. 

This infers Special Unit access to reliable crime 

files, arrest reports, results of interrogations, 

tip information and criminal intelligence reports,. 

Illustrative of this is the Seaside Police Depart

ment's maintenance of up-to-date files' on known 

burglars, including such information as: names 

of known felons and suspects, nicknames and 

aliases, addresses of regular or occasional 

habitation, sex, age, race, physical description, 

associates, typical modus 0perandi, usual a.reas 

of operation, fences, etc. 
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• Knowledge of local resources and ~onstraint~. 

It is axiomatic that an effective anti-crime 

program/project requires commitments of police 

manpower, resou;t:ces and time, including special 

skills, materials and equipment. All of the 

foregoing can be limited or thwarted by finan

cial, operational, equipment and/or ad.ministra

tive constraints. These constraints usually 

derive from policies and priorities of the 

senior police administrator who is in position 

'to determine the number and quality of police 

officers, equipment, services, intra-departmental 

cooperation and other resources that will be 

available for an anti-crime Special Unit effort. 
, 

In each of the Region M projects, a fortunate 

prior commitment \.,as made by each of the Chiefs 

of Police to use a select sworn officer cadre, 

plus a pOlice clerk to implement the effort, 

supplemented by regular patrol as necessary, 

reserve forces, and community group action. 

B. Special Unit Training and Effectiveness 

Crime prevention and abatement projects of the type 

activated by Seaside, Salinas and to be activated by Santa 

Cruz, which are the focus of the Region M Cluster Evaluation, 

have requi;' j a prior determination by the Chiefs of Police 

in each of the three jurisdictions that stipulated levels of 

police manpower, equipment, services, intra-departmental 

cooperation, and civic agencies support would be availaple. 

22 



These prerequisites were essential if the,Project Director 

of ~e Special unit was to function effectively within the 

conventional police department, with public and private 

agencies, and with the general public. 

In each instance the Special Units in Seaside, Salinas 

and Santa Cruz have been or are to be staffed with highly 

motivated individuals who have received special training 

in patrol, security, investigation, police intelligence, 

public and conmunity relations, and rudimentary project 

performance analysis. 

Formulation ofeac~ Special unit crime prevention/crime 

abatement team must involve a unique training program 

designed to acquaint all Special Unit members with such 

essentials as: project objectives, project organization/ 

administration, time-phased operational plan, special 

procedures for LEAA-financed activities, demographic features 

prevailing in the Special unitrs area of operations, team 

operational standards, performance of commercial and resi

dential security inspections, crime scene investigative 

procedures, interrogation/search/arrest techniques, sur

veillance, use of criminal records, special reporting require

ments, community relations, and occasional liaison with, courts, 

corrections and LEAA-OCJP personnel. 

B. Public Involvement 

An important requisite for success in any crime prevention 

project is an informed citizenry. Therefore" a basic require

ment for each of the three projects involved in the Region M 

Cluster Evaluation has been to make the citizens of Seaside, 

Salinas and Santa Cruz aware of the specially conceived law 

enforcement effort to reduce the incidence of crimes against 
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property, with particular emphasis on burglaries. In order 

to achieve success, each of the separate police jurisdictions 

has endeavored by various strategems to convey information 

to the public concerning benefits to the client communities 

in each of the jurisdictions supporting Special Unit crime 

suppression/abatement projects. 

Essentially, the public relations effort for anti-crime 

projects must be carefully conceived to: , 

e Educate the general public concernin'g the 

seriousness of the local crime/burglary 

situation; 

G Acquire public support for the Special Unit 

crime prevention effort; 

-. Promote a favorable commercial/residential 

community reaction to IIhardened" targets 

throug~ use of effective locks, improved 

lighting, installation of properly ~nginee:r:ed 

alarm systems, property inventorying and 

identification, etc.; and 

• Encourage public cooperation with the Special 

Unit to improve crime/burglary reporting and 

to cooperate in the apprehension of criminalS. 

Public involvement and commitment can best be assured 

through carefully pre-planned press conferences preceeding 

activation of the Special Unit function, exercise of commer-

cial/residential security checks, presentation of seminars 

on crime prevention to local civic grqups, release of 'pamphle'ts 

and automobile bumper strips concerned with crime abatement 
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and burglary reduction, and through recourse to special 

educational seminars within each of the police jurisdictions 

designed to encourage direct public actions concerned wi t:h 

crime suppression. In each of the three projects involved 

in the Region M Cluster Evaluation effort, specific public 

actions taken to assure project SUccess have included: 

improvement in lock-up and light-up of both commercial estab

lishments and residential properties; improvement of general 

security, including property identification measures that 

will make it difficult to "fence lt stolen items; impro
1
Tement 

in property inventorying; improvement in burglary reporting 

which, in turn, contributes to improved detection and higher 
rates of apprehension of burglars. 

D. Physical Securitz 

Crimes against property rates can be reduced by Special 

~ survey of security weaknesses in the commercial and 
residential conunun.ities of any pol';ce' , ," 

..... Jur~sd~ction and 
through encouragement of property ow t k 

ners 0 ta e the initia-
tive to improve phys';cal 't 

..... secur~y of their property. 

Each of the three projects involved in the Region M 
Cluster Evaluat';on effo ~ h d 

techniques: 
..... r~ ave use or intend to Use these 

• Analysis of physical security information 

obtained from local crime inc':dent 
..... reports; 

e CondUct of commercial/resident4 al 
..... security 

inspections; 

o Use of security hardware displays and the 

maintenance of security information centers; 
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• Improved street and facility lighting;. 

e Improved building security ordinances enacted 

by city/municipal authorities; and 

• Promotion of community enthusiasm for support . 

of commercial and residen·cia.l building inspec

tions during course of const:ruction and/oJ; 

renovation. 

An acceptable technique for evaluation of effectiveness 

of improvement in physical security would be for each anti

crime Special Unit to maintain data on: 

• Total numbers of security inspections conducted 

quarterly (commercial establishments and private 

residences to be rec9rded separately) ; 

• Numbers of commercial establishments complying 

with Special unit security inspection recommen

dations; 

• Numbers of private residences complying with 

Special Unit security inspection recolrrmendations; 

• Numbers of burglaries committed against targets 

complying with Special Unit security inspe~tion 

recommendations (commercial establishments ~nd 

private residences to be recorded separately) ; 

ahd 

• Demonstrati.on (or presentation of a short fiJ,m) 

on door locks, hinges, windOWS, security hard

ware and other protective d~vioes including 

effective alarm systems. 

J,;: 
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Efforts of Seaside and Salinas to improve the physical 

security of businesses, residences and other facilities 

that have been the targets of burglaries were reviewed by 

the Region M Cluster Evaluation technician as of ~une 1, 

1974. The survey indicated that 476 burglaries had been 

reported in Seaside during the immediately preceeding 12-

month period (June 1, 1973 - May 31, 1974), and that 400 

burglaries had been reported in Salinas during the same 

period. Comparative baseline data for the previous l2-month 

period in Seaside revealed a decrease in burglaries by 20%. 

comparative baseline data for the previou? 12-month period 

in Salinas revealed a decrease in burglaries by 23%. 

In summation, the Special Units' crime prevention 

efforts both in Seaside and in Salinas, as well as the 

project contemplated for early activation in Santa Cruz, 

confirm that an increased effort will be required on the 

part of burglars to penetrate selected burglary sites that 

have been effectively "hardened" as a consequence of physical 

security measures. 6 

E. Police Patrol and Surveillance 

A generally accepted hypothesis for each of the three 

separate police jurisdictions with which the Region M Cluster 

Evaluation has been concerned is that improved preventive 

patrol and surveillance of suspects will result in a marked 

decrease in burglary rates through deterrence, while simul

taneously increasing the apprehension and clearance rates 

for burglaries actually committed. 

6see SEASIDE - RESIDENTIAL BURGLARIES and SALINAS-RESIDENTIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL BURGLARIES, also SALINAS - BURGLARY INCIDENCE TABLE 
and SEASIDE, SALINAS POLICE DEPARTMENTS COMPARATIVE BASELINE DATA. 
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SALINAS - BURGLARY INCIDENCE TABLE 

1965
a 

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 

287 269 240 225 283 364 316 

·647 708 601 610 351 379 413 

934 1,004 841 835 634 743 729 

apopu1ation 53,000 

bpopulation 63,500 
c Through !-1ay 31, 1974 only 
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SEASIDE, SALINAS POLICE DEPARTMENTS 

COMPARATIVE BASELINE DATA 

June 1, 1972 - Hay 31, 1973 
June 1, 1973 May 31, 1974 

June 1, 1972 - May 31, 1973 
June 1, 1973 - May 31, 1974 

--------------------

January - Decenfuer 1972 

January - December 1973 

January May 1973 

January - December 1972 

January - December 1973 

January - May 1974 

27-d 

584 

476 

20% Decrease 

492 

400 

23% Decrease 

Total 416 

Total 586 

Total 485 (est.) 

Total 368 

Total 420 

To·tal 362 .. Jest.) 
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The basic operational aspiration of the anti-crime 

Special Units has been to assure tQat patrol presence ~ill 

generate a psychological deterrence to burglars; also that 

computer generated patrol patterns and procedures will 

result in expeditious detection of burglaries and their 
I, 

perpetrators. 

The most effective police'technique for suppressing 

crime is patrol in areas of high crime potential, perfor

mance of building security checks, informal interrogation 

of suspicious persons, and routine conversation with regular 

residents and businessmen who may be able to provide general 

intelligence concerning potential crime .. 

Special unit pat.rol techniques employed by Seaside and 

Salinas, and contemplated for use by Santa Cruz when POSSE 

becomes fully activated, include: 

e Target area focus; 

o Dynamic patrol schedules and patrol visibility; 

o Stepped-up frequency and intensity of suspect 
-

surveillance; 

e Undercover activities, including acquisition of 

burglary suspect and stolen goods receiver 

information; 

e Knowledge of school truancy patterns; and 

• Stepped-up tempo of interrogation. 
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EffectiVE; pol:lG~ patrOl and su;:r;vEp111,anG~ serves several 

f::L"'1.ctiQns simul tane.:Ol:u.?l,:y" 1 :l. e. , 

Ii As: a, guard force foX' l?J:oteGt.ion. of b:usiness estab

I.isbments, re$:iden.t:tal prol?ert:t~S:1 an,d other 

faci.li:ties that are potential burglary targats; 

2} As a surveill.ar_ce force to keep burglary suspects 

and stolen goods rece'ivars under reasonablY.regular 

scrutiny., and 

3) As an L1:,terdicti on force to abort burglaries in 

process. 

Because of re;stricted police manpower a.vailabili ties, 

saturation patrol usually is not possible in most small 

police jurisdictions. The technique used or to be used in 

each of the anti-crime projects involved in the Region M

Cluster Evaluation is to supplement regular patrol with the 

Special Unit team, thus permitting occasional patrol satur

ation on a temporary basis in critical target areas. The 

mere existence of the Special unit team, however modest in. 

size, permits ol?timum use of patrol manpower in census tracts 

where local crime occurrence is pxedictably high. 

F. Dynamic Patrol Schedules and Patrol Visibility 

Through the use of computer based systems now available 

or to be made available in Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz 

police jurisdictions, it is possible to obtain factual data 

on accomplished criminal activities by types, numbers, 

places and times of occurrence. From this factual data, it 

is possible to discern distinctive IIpre'didtive patternsll of 
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crime by type, place and probable times of occurrence, thus 

facilitating Special unit and regular patrol deployment. 

-Thus, dynamic patrol scheduling can be baSed on analysis of 

both past and current experience in each of the three separate 

police jurisdictions. 

A criticism voiced by one officer in Santa Cruz was that 

dynamic patrol schedules continuously alter normal shift 

schedules and patrol area assignments, thus imposing unaccept

able personal inconveniences on Special Unit personnel and 

oftentimes on regular patrol. In view of limited funding 

usually made available through LEAA/OCJP grants, it would be 

desirable for all members of Special Unit teams to agree at 

the outset of the project to accommodate to shifting schedules 

and assignments within the Unit's area of overall responsi

bility. Also, realistic provisions for overtime and/or broken 

shift compensation should be made in the funding plan, prior 

to activation of the project. 

Randomized patterns of patrol also have proven to be more 

effective than fixed or habitual patterns that can become 

known to the individual, intent on committing crime. As a 

consequence, both Special Unit and regular patrol should be 

random and unpredictable to potential perpetrators of crimes 

against property. 

High visibility of police patrol through increased use 

of conventional patrol vehicles, while serving as a practical 

crime deterrent, also can be supplemented by use of special 

unmarked vehicles and/or plain clothes patrol to create a 

psychological illusion that patrol is continuous although 

essentially invisible" Illustratively, Seaside's Crime 

Prevention Program, Phase I, Burglaries has used a stan~ard 

unmarked police patrol car. Cycle patrol has not been ~used 
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either in Seaside or in Salinas because the need of the 

patrol officer to carry a radio unit for contact with police 

headquarters almost guarantees prompt identification of the 

patrolman (even though in civilian clothes) by criminal 

elements within the community. 

Although a certain success in crime abatement has been 

exper.ienced as the consequence of use of the unrr;)rked police 

patrol car, there is little doubt that the vehic ,-e' s genp..ral 

characteristics are most familiar to Seaside's criminal 

elements. Use of rental cars or camper vans that could be 

exchanged on a qua.rterly basis, thus reducing I v isibiJ,ity " 

of the unmarked unit and increasing the potential for psycho

logical harrassment of criminal elements in the community, 

while considered at one time or another by the Special units 

both in Seaside and Salinas was rejected as being too costly 

when measured against probable effectiveness. 

G. ~urg:lary Suspect and Stolen Goods Receiver Information 

In all three of the police jurisdictions involved in the 

Region M Cluster Evaluation, suspect information has been 

generai':ed from a constant analysis of burglary reports, prior 

arrest records, and other offender data. In Seaside, the 

information was assembled and maintained in such manner that 

it was readily available for use by the Special unit and by 

regular patrol. Patrol units were regularly provided with 

descriptions and MOs of individuals known to be active in 

burglary and other crimes against property.7 

See SEASIDE BURGLARY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY. 
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SEASIDE POLICE DEPARTMEN'l' 

S. s 

M 
MEMORANDUM ~1 

(SEASIDE BURGLARY IN'l'ELLIGENC:E SUMMAHY) L 
p p 

L 
E i. 

TO: DATE 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: WEEKLY INTELLIGENCE REPOHT 

Following is information regarding burglars known to be operating in 
the Seaside area to include names, addresses, vehicles, running part~ 
ners, and current status. 

, Jll48 Watson.Street, Seaside: has 459 and 484 C(lse~ pend
ing, now out on bail, specializes in 459 autos. Currently he i.s 
running with _* in a black 1967 Ford, wi th chrome rims, and 
lowered. 

J 1116 Hamilton Street, Seaside: on probation for 1:59PC, 
has made temporary change from 459PC to 10851CVC; also has clw.rgel-) 
of 499bPC and 10851CVC pending. Loner. 

• •••• 1, B09 Trinity Avenue, Seaside: on probation, involved in. 
45SPCs in Seaside and Monterey. Information says he is inactive until 
court decisions on both cases. Has been seen recently running with 
11111111111, driving 1969 Dodge Dart with rear end damage. 

, 1162 San Lucas Street, Seaside: currently has a new 
45SPC case pending; running with 1111111111. and ; available 
information indicates that any or all of these individuals are going 
to steal a 1970 red Camaro in the immediate future. 

, lis Sonoma Avenue, Seaside: on probation for 484PC, It 
appears that and II ar~ running together and special-
'" -'. . \,'( "." . 

izing in 45SPC autos; they drive a plack/gold 1968 Mustang. 

, address unknown for each time he's arrested he gives a 
different address. Currently jailed in Oregon on weapons violation. 
We are holding a 45SPC warrant. 

...... lilli, 110 Sonoma Avenue, Seaside: prime suspect for a recently 
committed 45SPC; also observed regularly loitering in residential area 
acting 912PC; usually runs with _ c. 

~~~~~.i,':"~2~6~\~Via.ring Street, Seaside: suspected of many 45S's; 
runs with and has choice o:f several vehicles including black 
1965 Chevelle, blue 1967 Chev convert., or 1967 gray Chrysler Imperial 
registered in the name of 

11111111111, 1190 Military Road, Marina: arrested 
numerous violations; recently escaped while being 
County Jail to Federal,Youth Authority, Oklahoma. 
in vicinity Ft. Ord. 
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INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION 

_46 Sonoma 
DR 8954 WMA 12/11/50 

5'10 BLK/BRN 
170 

On Probation, pend in . 

• II 
AKA ' • 

driving Bronze '73 FI N~:cot~cs charges, last 
fender. Running with reJ ~rd, damaged right frol~~en 
DR -28 i Uses narcotics. 

W 
_29 Palm 

- Ardeaneus 
Ft. Ord 
Blue '67 Chev. 

";", ,~ "," '.' 

.84 Vallejo 
Blk/Chev. 2 dr. 

7 'P 

-5 Trinity 
(Uses narcotics) 

• 

AKA" =nrC _M o • 

~ngo Ave 
'7l'B' 0 0 u~ck R~viera 

-42 Luxton 
'69. T-Bird/Gold 

• .7._ & sonoma 
'65 Cad/Brn. 

2 N,r1J 12/29/59 
BLK/BRN 

120 

No DR NMA 11/9/50 
6 ' 

BLK/BRN . 
Waived rights t 
l085lCVC alao o~search, currentl 0 

Wriffl '" 4 8 7Pc, sUpposed1 y pend.l.ng charges 
e. SUPPo dl' Y made B . 1 

Hannon Project se y J.nvolved in several~' PO: 
. a 459PCs at 

150 

MEX 4/18/47 
BLK/BRN 

160 5'8 States selling B 
run. s· With·: unk Dop.e. On Probat' 
. . . c : . M. Now liv:-on • 0 Occasionally 

- • mg w~th • 
DR _70 WMA 6/26/50 
On Probation 

•alnld .. FIB.II·"IR.unll'n.~I~n~uir.r:e~tlY pending h __ . W~th'III"II""lclla.rges from Seaside 
. _." & and 7 & 

BRN/BLU .' 5 f 11 145 

NMA 8/10/55 
BLK/BRN 

170 Was fencing p 
17~~~~~~lr~oPlielr~ty, lmtOl t ' 0 ~ he went c 

jin.Wlo .. c.o.mm .. e.rcial 459P ~n 647b activit .o-partner with 
,_ 0 0 Cs. Know ~ y I SUspect in 

.. ~s ~n CUstody. s I-hattt e "' ..... , 
. _e .. 

5'8 

No DR NMA 12/17/50 
Subjects name 0 BLK/BRN 
sible for num ~s Popular with 0 f 
unabl . erous 459 ~n 'ormant 

me to make hi S; bat as Y t s as respon-
and _ m on one. Runs ~i tl:.e• have been 

I.. ., L . 2 

5'10 155 

MEX 4/30/52 

W7 ~old a $5,000 
l~v~ng in Oakland 
:'.c. (April 1974) , 
elony charges. • 

BLK/BRN 
Warrant V 0 

Calof • ar~ousl 

5'9 145 

~. and Se .y reported 
Currently pen~~ ~n Vancouver~S 

ng numerous 
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Both in Seaside and in Salinas it was confirmed that 

increased burglaries in res,idential communi ties correlated 

in some unsubstantiated de'gree with truancy rates in 

adjacent neighborhdod schools. Group surveillance of this 

nature, in which the Special unit works in close collabor

ation with school authorities, has prov.en to be effective. 

Special Unit contact with youth groups on a "rap~ession" 

basis oftentimes has produced knowledgeable informers. 

While the Special Units have found general surveillance 

of known or suspected burglars and receivers of stolen 

property to be productive, constant surveillance in a small 

police jUrisdiction cannot be practiced because of "client" 

-defensive and cost-effectiveness considerations. 

H. Adequacy of Baseline Data and Information Analysis 

Elements of information selected for analysis in each of 

the three police jurisdictions involved. in the Region M 

Cluster Evaluation must be measured against adequate baseline 

data. Elements of information necessary to the analysis 

would include tpe total number of burglaries occurring in 

each of the three jurisdictions broken down over quarterly 

periods to indicate: 

• Entry points visible to Special Unit and 

regular patrol; 

• Burglary detections by patrol; and 

• Offender arrests by patrol. 
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Experience with the three projects involved in the Reg10n 

M Cluster Evaluation has led to the unfortunate finding that 1 

in the absence of completely adequate and valid baseline data, 

actual effectiveness can be measured only after each project 

has been fully operational for a minimum of one year. Of the 

three projects involved in the cluster, only Seaside met this 

crite:!::'ia. 

Santa Cruz reported that pre-project start-up undercover 

investigative efforts to c?-cquire improved intelligence on 

narcotics users, shoplifters, burglars and receivers of 

stolen property have, over a period of time, been of prime 

importance in improving arrest and clearance rates. 

Typically, law enforcement agencies have an abundance of 

filed information on known and suspected offenders, burglary 

sites, and fencing arrangements. This crime intelligence 

information, to be useful however, must be assembled and 

controlled in such a manner that it is readily available to 

operational units. Although the Seaside, Salinas and Santa 

Cruz Police Departments all maintain current i.nformation on 

known or suspected individuals, including arrest reports, 

crime reports, and undercover intelligence reports, there is 

an obvious lack of .~~iformity in the cateloging and analysis 

of such information among the several jurisdictions. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Programmatic crime prevention, as contrasted with crime 

solution and law enforcement per se, is a relatively new exper

ience for California police jurisdictions. Of the three projects 

"evaluated" in the Region M Cluster', as of June 1, 1974, only one 

(Seaside) has been operational for a period of more than one full 

year; another (Salinas) has been operational for ten (lO) months 

only, while the third (Santa Cruz) has not yet gone operational. 

As a consequence, comparative statistical project performance 
1 

evaluation has not been possible, nor will it be practicable' 

until each of the projects has been productively operational over 

a sustained period of time. Indeed, for each of the three projects 

surveyed in Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz, the project admini~· 

strators were unanimous in their assertions that activities had 

not been on-stream for a sufficient period of time to measure 

results other than on a tentative subjective basis. 

Subjectively there is little doubt that each of the projects 

in its own way has contributed or will contribute to crime preven

tion and suppression. All of the projects have required cooperation 

between law enforcement agencies and the communities which they 

serve. A basic objective of each of the projects has been to 

encourage cooperation between the police departments and -the 

business and residential communities which they serve. The clear 

intent has been to bring the police and the communities together in 

cooperative selective crime prevention efforts. 

Conclusions drawn from inception of the respective projects 

through June I, 1974, therefore of necessity will derive from ob

served deficiencies and observed success factors. -Only from 

observed deficiencies and observed successes can one reach a 

reasoned conclusion at this particular point in time concerning 

the appropriateness of future activities for these unique anti

crime experimental efforts. 
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A. Observed Deficiencies 

Most importantly, collectively there has been a lack 

of uniformity in data collection, management and analysis 

among the three separate police jurisdictions' involved in 

the Region M Cluster Evaluation. 

Certain minor deficiencies were observed in the Seaside 

Police Department program of Crime Suppression, phase I, 

Burglary. Specifically, an adequate public relat.ions campaign 

was not initiated prior to start-up of the program, with the 

consequent result that there was some initial resistance to 

the new activity, both within the Seaside Police Department 

and in the business/residential communities. Also, it would 

appear that there was oversight in failure to provide an 

anonymous "Crime Tip " telephone, whereby concerned citizens 

might provide quiet and Uncompromising intelligence on past 

and potential cr~minal activity within the community. 

Perhaps 'the most exasperating deficiency on the Seaside 

project, however, has been recurrent and prolonged delay in 

achieving an acceptable communications link between the 

Monterey community College's computer complex and the Seaside 

Police Department's Special Unit. In this particular regard, 

it was initially envisioned by the program administrators 

that the computer-phone link would be fiIDctional within six 

months from the onse·t. of program activities. At the end of 

nineteen (19) months of operations, the system still is not 

operational, nor is it expected to become operational in the 

immediately forseeable future. 

A thwarted but commendable objective of the Seaside anti

crime project was' to "provide all int~rested local (police) 

agencies with access to (Seaside's) up-to-date computerized 

MO-file search on open cases, to assist in case clearance and 

investigation, and to provide the investig~tive divisions of 

all local (police) agencies vlith bi-weekly intelligence reports 

on known local burglars ••• vehicles ••• MOs ••• fences. " 
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d to tlprovide all interested 
Further, Seaside was prepare. ,~" or 

. (·n Region M) wlth tra_nlng f 
law enforcement agenCleS 1 . f th 

, 11 phases and aspects 0 e 
their representatives In a . " this 

11 AS a technique for accompl~,shment of . .. 
program... solicitations were sent out to th~ 
worthwhile objective, 

enfo;ccement agencies indicating that 
numerouS Region M law 20 h urs of staff 

'd ProJ'ect Director would arrange . 0 ~ 
the SeaSl e , 'th the 

16 h ours of field instructlon Wl 
instruction and " 1 ding print-out 

" 1 Unl" t l' n all program phases, lnc u ./ 
Specla orts 

analys ~s. Sample materials, progress rep , 
reading and ... 

, to be provided, and monthly 
and program outllnes were , h 

convened to coordinate progress Wlt 
meetings were to be 

other agencies involved. 

of collaboration did not 

Unforturiately, the Seaside offer 

find acceptance in other Region M 

law enforcement agencies. 
there appeared to be a lack of 

In thE! case of Salinas aIr 
base on which the entire progr L 

sophistication in the. data , 
the Salinas Crime suppresslon 

was premif;;ed. In May 1974 , 
d tht" "Statistical data compilatlon 

Officer acknowledge a. . hich 
h lack of a card sorter ... w ..• 

has been hampered by t e . b 
manually extract specific data Y 

has made it necessary to d 
It also would appear that the propo~e 

type of incident. II 

training of Special 
thcring selectlVC\ 

unit personnel for ga 
, treatment, including, 

, , 1 data for data prQcesSlng . 
crlmlna . h fallen short 
, " of the IBM system 3, as 
lnstructlon 111. use u 1974 report 

, While the same ~ay 
of original expectatlons • " wer shortages have 

th t "Although contlnulng manpo ., 
observes a a means of assignlng 

t 'l' ation of da'ta as 
Precluded the u 1 lZ ,"th the 

II '11. dlSCUSSlons Wl , pression teams •.. I 1 ' 
extra crlme sup." , M Evaluation 

t ' officer the Reglon 
Salinas crime preven lon I , 1 Unit had 

, 'tha t th e "'S.t:p:.::;:e:;c::;l:,:a::.::. __ _ 
(~ 'list gained an lmpress lon -" 
,:lpeCla ,atrol, with the 
n.ot adequately liaisoned wlth regular p 
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consequent unfortunate result that the crime suppression 

program had not been unreservedly accepted by the regular 

patrol and investigative cadres of the Salinas Police 

Departmen.t. Exemplary of this apparent deficiency was the 

casualness with which regular patrol officers viewed the 

pin maps and prediction activities of the Sp~cial Unit. 

It would appear that regular patrol and investigations 

has made no real commitment to use Special unit information 

and, for the most part, makes little use of it in beat and 

patrol force resource allocations. Conversely, adequate 

input from patrol to the Special Unit concerning patrol's 

needs is not apparent. Rather, there tends to be an 

isolation of the Special Unit which is viewed in some sub

stantial measure by patrol as being a PR unit of the Salinas 

Police Department, rather than the more proper role of the 

Special Unit as crime data analysts or technicians. Illus

tratively, again in ~'lay 1974, the Crime Suppression Officer 

reported that 1I ••• in the area of community relations .•• we 

have been able to present an accurate picture of the various 

aspects of crime to a wide range of community groups in an 

effort to increase (public) awareness of the crime problem 

and (of) the individual citizen's role in crime suppression. 1I 

The degree of sophistication employed by the Special 

Unit in data analysis has not progressed beyond the IIpin 

Mapll technique recommended for police use by O. W. Wilson 

in the late 1930 1s. In discussions with the Region M 

Evaluation Specialist, the Salinas Police Department Program 

of Crime Suppression administrators were forthright in 

expressing their opinions that the more complex evaluation 

methodologies practiced by Seaside and contemplated for use 

by Santa Cruz probably would not. be appropriate for use by 

Salinas. 
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B. Observed Success Fact~ 

The Seaside police Department sought I.I!::M/OC,TP srrant 

funds for support of an anti-crime project that already 

had been pre-tested over a span of nearly 1 1/2 years on 

a limited trial basis with municipal support. During 

this interim trial period a reasonably reliable data base 

was established against which to measure future performance. 

Also, the Seaside project was initially conceived w~th the 

a reserve Police officer (Dr. James N~vette) 
assistance of 
who alsO is a knowledgeable evaluation research methodolo-

gist. As a consequence, Seaside1s Crime Prevention Prog~ 

opera.ting in conjunction with the earlier 
Phase I, Burglary, 
CCCJ funded police C~illlity Relations Program, benefit~d , 

from a reasonably clear statement of objectives, a real~st~c 
approach to achievement of objectives, a positive coord~
nation of Special Unit activities with those of regular 

patrol and investigation! data and computer analysis tech-

undergone necessary adjustments and 
niques that have 

d proJ'ect experience, and a generally 
refinement base on 
acceptable programmatic evaluation scheme based on process 

and product, viz., 

liThe process 

the computer 

the burglary 

evaluation will give information from 

files as to increases and decreases in 

crime rate as a result of the use of 

predictions. This evaluation 

the purpose of increasing the effectiveness 

will be conducted for 

of the 

program while it is in operation. 
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liThe product evaluation will rest on the final out

come at the end (of the project). Did crime go 

down significantly (over previous years)? Is the 

social cost reduced, in excess of the cost of the 

program (over previous years)? What needs to be 

done to make the program better for (future) years? 

"Questions of this kind are answered in a terminal 

or product sense. What did we accomplish? Were 

we successful and did we stay within the budget? 

These questions can be answered only at the end of 
the program.lI 

Although the Seaside project has enjoyed measurable and 

demonstrable success as an anti-crime modality, as evidenced 

by decreasing rates of commercial and residential burglaries 

in the Seaside Police Department's jurisdiction (at a time 

when rates in some other police jUrisdictions in Monterey 

County were increasing), there is some evidence that the 

Seaside effort may have brought about crime displacement, 
rather than crime reduction. 8 

8See COMPARATIVE TABLE OF CRIME INCIDENCE - MONTEREY BAY AREA. 
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A noteworthy contribution to effectiveness of the 

Salinas Police Department Program of Crime Prevention 

(al thOllgh not provided for in the original program 

design) has been the installation of an 'anonymous IICrime 

Tip" telephone line. The "Crime Tip" telephone at the 

Salinas Police Department is answered by a tape recording 

device, thus enabling any individual who has kno~ledge of 

a crime committed, or of a crime about to be committed, 

or information of a sensitive nature about criminal acti

vities, to relay such intelligence to police authorities 

on a completely anonymous basis. According to the Salinas 

Project Director, during the initial six month period that 

has elapsed since installation of the "Crime Tip" line, a 

total of 316 calls have been recorded, of which only 27 

were IIvalueless". In one manner or another, the seriously 

motivated calls yielded sUfficiently solid intelligence to 

result in numerous juvenile interceptions, misdemeanor and 

felony arrests and case clearances. Since the monthly 

rental cost of the "Crime Tip" equipment is nominal, the, 
service clearly has been cost effective. 

Although the Santa Cruz Police Department has long 

recognized the importance of a comprehensive data base 

information system,9 it recently concluded that the Form 

CAR-68, which had been in Use since 1970, does not contain 

enough information elements to satisfy POSSE data base and 

data analysis requirements. As a consequence, a special 

task force has been collabo:t:ating with Public Systems, Inc., 

to evolve a more comprehensive Form CAR-74 which will be 

used exclUsively for police incident reporting when POSSE 

becomes operational in September 1974. The Region M Evalu

ation Specialist has noted that the comprehensive Form CAR-74 

is a product of intra-Santa Cruz Police Department planning 

and ingenuity, with PSI functioning only in an, advisory role. 

9
See 

Analysis of Santa Cruz Police Department's Existing Data Base 
§ystem -- Summari Report, APPENDIX B, attached hereto. 
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;nteresting factors observed in the One of the most ...... 

'<"Ict activation approach prac-t has been the pre-pro] '. 
clus _er " the innovative and Cruz-POSSE. Recogn~zlng 

ticed by Santa 's t System Enforcement f the Pol~ce On po , 
experimental nature 0 tntered into a 

~anta Cruz Police Departmen e 
(POSSE), the .) f f cti ve September 1973, ' h Public Systems, Inc., e e 
contract Wlt , t'se in project conceptual 'd t chnologlcal exper 1 1 
to provl eel' Department pt~rsonne I ' f ~anta Cruz Po lce 
design, orientatlon ortb before it goes operational in 

test the sys em , 
and to pre- 'kshops involve approxl-4 T aininq semlnar wor 
September 197. r - P l'ce Department. Prepon-. f the Santa Cruz 0 1 
mately one-thlrd 0 , k h participants are from 

t ining sem~nar wor s op 
derantly, the ra 'h wever in a further 

' t' ga tion, resul t~ng , ~o, 10 
patrol and ~nves 1 ts of the force. 

'kl down ll to other elemen significant "trlc e . 

C. Recommendations 

Each f the three antl-crl , 'me projects involved in the 
o , the same Evaluation, although seeklng 

Region M Cluster f police re-
obJ'ectives of efficient management 0, , , 

general , 'd ts ~s un~que ~n ' , t' of criminal lnCl en , sources and d~mlnu ~on t reqllire-
f data base, financial grant suppor 

design, strength 0 . t and police manpower 
ts for the acquisition of equlpmen 

men aluation methodology. ff ' requirements, and ev sta ~ng 

f 1 purpose would be ' M staff believes a most use u , 
Reglon 'nvol ved Pro] ect. ' , together the three L_ 

served by br~ng~ng -, 'es of workshops, 
h k personnel ln a serl 

Directors and ot er ey , Id b fully described and 
in which each of the proJects wou e l' 

Through this process the three po lce critiqued. 

- PROJECT POSSE Milestones: lOSee SANTA CRUZ POLICE DEPARTMENT 
September 19 73 - September 1974. 
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jurisdictions will benefit from problems encountered and 

successes experienced by the respective projects in efforts 

to improve day-to-day operations and, more importantly from 

the point of view of the Region M Cluster Evaluation, as a 

device for generating a standardized evaluation design and 

evaluation methodology. 

Because crime displacement invariably effects immediately 

contiguous business and residential communities, invitations 

to the workshops probably should be extended to police juris

dictions that have not heretofore activated innovative anti

crime projects. Specifically, because of proximity to Seaside, 

both Monterey and Pacific Grove should be extended invitations 

to attend, as should Capitola and Aptos (through the Office of 

Sheriff and Coroner, County of Santa Cruz) because of their 

proximity to Santa Cruz and because of anticipated rapid 

urbanization of those areas. 

Each of the projects should continue to receive LEAA/OCJP 

financial and technical assistance support, as requested 

during FY 1974/1975 (effective July 1, 1974) in conformity 

with the pre-agreed financial support requirements. 
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APPENDIX A 

SEASIDE POLICE DEPARTMENT PROGRAM OF CRIME SUPPRESSION 

PHASE IJ BURGLARY 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE SYSTEM FLOWCHART DESCRIPTION 

There are two basic functions to the computer software 
system. One accepts new data on burglaries, and the other 
creates maximum likelihood predictions for burglary by census 
tract. These predictions take into accbunt time of day, weather, 
method of entry, and type of item stolen. The program is written 
in COBOL and is presently a part of the Burroughs 2500 system at 
Monterey Peninsula College. 

Previously identified factors which show relevancy for 
predicting burglaries are used. Correlational and regression 
studies (see description elsewhere) have derived both weighting 
factors (potency) and the criteria for relevancy for each variable 
as it relates to predicting the likely time, weather conditions, 
MO, and items taken for each census tract. 

Initially, the software reacts to the operator's wishes to 
update the data file, or request a prediction. A description of 
software function in each case follows. If the file is to be 
updated, the program checks for valid or invalid month or day. 
If the data is valid, the information is read into the disk file 
and the appropriate counters for time, weather, bUilding type, MO, 
and items stolen are updated. This process continues until all 
new data on burglaries for the day has been read into the disk 
file. 

A somewhat more complicateo. model is used if a prediction is 
requested. This is because not only is data being sorted by day 
of week, month, and census tract, but the appropriate weights 
must be applied to the predictor variables of time, weather, build
ing, MO (4 variables) and items stolen. This results in a weighted 
prediction as to census for the city as a whole. The system 
operates as fOllows: the anticipated burglary register is set to 
zero (or initialized) , weights are applied to predictor variables 
mentioned earlier (time, etc.), and the census prediction is made. 
These values are computed separately for each census area and all 
census areas are then ranked from highest to lowers as to likeli
hood of burglary and the highest probably census area is selected. 
The relevant information as to time of day, weather, four methods 
of entry (location, type of entry, type of forceful entry, and 
direction of entry) and items stolen are then printed for the, 
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of decision rules are built into highest census tract. A set 
this prediction as follows: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

If there are tracts of equally high prior~ty, data 
on both census areas are printed as descrlbed above. 

If the high priori-ty time is ltunknown", the second 
priority time is printed, along with a caution, "time 
uncertain ll

• 

If data as to the four characteristics of 
equally high (or low) ,in l~kelih~od, then 
inconclusive" signal l.S prl.nted l.n the MO 
of the output. 

MO are 
a "data 
section 

, , 't d if there are more than If the above condl.tl.ons ar~ me ,a~ilit census area, then 
five total burglaries for ~h~ hlg~l~~o~nd loglc applies. These a new set of secondary decl.sl.on r 
are considered in the following sequence: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Is there more than 50% probability for ~ ~eather 
dition in the particular high pro~a~lll.ty cens~s 

~~~a? If so, print the weather COndl.tlon as a gUlde. 

Is there greater,t~an 50% likelihO~dtO~oa~lk~~~h~!dS. 
the four MO COndl.tlons? If so, prln 

f tolen items for the census Computer percentages 0 s 't m is greater than 
area. If percentages for any l. e , m to be 
10~, print actual percentage and type of lte 
su~picious of if observed. 

k t h perator if a second The software system then as~s eo. h the 
. "d' d If the operator W1S es, 

priority predictl.on lS eSlre th ond highest predicted census 
same rout~ne,is followed f~rth eds~~sion rules to be operative in 
area. ThlS l.ncludes all.o th efi~st priority area, although data 
the software syste~,.as ln ~ 0 t of the second set of 
on the high probablll.ty area lS lef~ ~ a "stepwise!! method of 
calculations. This appro~ch.approxlm:ne~he computations are 
calculating burglary pred7ctl.o~s. ~Ults in natural language to 
completed, the program pr7nt

t
s

h 
~e ~ 'ly patrol of census areas. be used by the patrolmen ln elr al. 

A SUGGESTED SUMMATIVE EVALUATION TECHNIQUE 

of the program is based on 
Since a great d~al,of t~e ~ucc~sSested that the following 

the accuracy of predl.ctl.on~ lt 7s s g~ data to determine a part 
method be used in conjunctl.on Wl~ ot er, am 
of the overall summative eValuatl.on of the progr . 

"ml' sses" should be tabulated as A table of daily "hits" or 
follows: 
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HIGH IJRI OBI rrY 

*5 
7 

*5 
*5 
*6 
*1 

5 
5 
7 

*r.. ./ 

*6 
*5 
,x-5 

1 
7 

*7 
*5 
*8 

6 

7 
1 

5 
8 

1 

6 

m~G.1!lHB~H 1 973 

by 

census tract 

Si<JCOND PRI9RITY 

6 ~8 
8 
6 - 7 -©8 
10 
11 
2 -@5 - 6 - 7 
6 -(1;:8 

@8 
8 
6 7 - 8 

@11 
6 
6 - 8 

@5 
8 

@5 -©6 - 7 
8 
6 
10 
8 

@8 

@5 - 6,- 7 
6 
10 

5 
7 --©8 

'K- shows High Priority predicted burgl[~ry 

@ shows Second Priority predicted burglary 

ACTUAL RBPORTHD 

*5 -©8 

5 
3 -*5 -@8 

*5 
*6 
*1 -@5 
@8 
©8 
. 1 

*5 
*6 - 7 -@11 

4 -*5 
1 -*5 
2 -05 - 9 - 10 

5 
@5 -@6 - 8 

*7 
')(-5 

1 -*8 
2 

6 -@8 
@5 - 8 

3 - 8 
6 

7 - 8 
@8 - 11 

For the month of December 1973, 84. 67~ of the burglarios occlU'l~ed 
where they ivere predicted. Of the burglaries th:::. t occurrecl' 62/(; 
,'rere in census tracts 5 - 6 - 8 with the mnjori ty being in tructs 
5 - -80 
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Of course, actual burglaries will be less in frequency (an 
Imknown) than printed. Therefore, it is suggested that frequency 
be left out of the paradigm for evaluation. 

A table of observed vs. expected burglary rate can thus be 
tabulated. A master table can be developed and updated daily 
for burglary activity in the city. This observed vs. expected 
table can be easily subjected to a chi-square analysis to deter
mine the statistical significance of the rate of "hits" and 
"misses" as follows: 

x2 = (FO - FE)2 
FE 

The value of chi-square can be determined as significant with 
(R-I) + (C-l) degrees of freedom (df) where R= number of rows, and 
C= number of columns .. In this case, the df=IO, since R=ll and 
C=ll. 

Thus, it would be possible to suggest that the method of 
prediction of burglaries is better than chance prediction. This 
would support the overall functional evaluation of the program. 
This method would also strengthen the understanding of the operation 
of the program in terms of its value as an operationa,l program in 
a different setting. 

It would be wise to consider that each city would have differ
ent predictive weights for input variables, and thus some basic 
data should be gathered for a new application. Whether or not our 
weights would apply under different circumstances is a question 
open to debate and a fruitful one for further research. 
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APPENDlX B 

ANALYSIS OF SANTA CRUZ POLICE DEPARTMENT'S EXISTING DATA BASE 
INFORt~ATION SYSTEM -- :SUf~MARY REPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

The a'l1ocation 'of manp'owe'r in the patrol force and theit' effec
tive geographical 'distribution is one of the most difficult 
problems faced by the police administrator. The development of 
~ffective solutions to the problems facing police patrol divi
sions starts with a specific and quantitative description of the 
data base from which decisions are made relative to allocating 
manpower. 

Ideally, data depicting needs for police service based on call 
types, time of Occurrence, and location, should dynamically 
generate reports allowing a patrol 'i~~mander to allocate and 

.',. . 
command his force. This data should,also be 

, . . . 'and 'sche~yle manpower resou,rces, lJaS'ed on the 
calls for service. ," 

used to forec~st 
prediction of 

, , . 

'NEED FOR ,l\NALYSrS OF EXIS'rING INFORMATION BASE 

the purpo.se. of t.his phase o.f the ·Study is to cOllect the baseline 

data availahle from the Sant q Cruz Police Department for use in 
~rediction ~nd manpower allocation calculations. This phase of 
the .study a J·s 0 de. 1 s with 'the i dent ifi c. ti 0 n of defi ci enc i es. in 
the ex i s t'i Ii 'g i n for mat ion d a tab as e . , ~ 

~ 

The data collection effort and analysis of the eXisting data base 
of the ~anta Cruz Police Department is in direct support ~f the 
manpower allocation and prediction capabilities of the POSSE pro
ject. Data to support the analysis of calls for service must 
describe: 
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The event 
The time and day that it occu~red 
required to complete the serVlce 
The location of the event 

and the time 

, col',:ect information about: It is also desirable to 

Data to 

The 
The 
The 
The 

persons involved 
disposition of the event 
requirements for follow-up activity 
amount and type of police services render~d 

to "t profiles include: support the analys'is ef ac lVl y 

The description of the activity 
The po sit ion i n vol v e d· 

t Ot occurred and the time The time and day tha 1 
required to complete the activity 

-, 

DATA BASE 

All available field officers activities and sources reporting 
to determine the data elements calls for service w~re reviewed 

that could be routinely captured. 

bl sour re documents applicable The availa ... e '-' to this study are: 

e 

o 

e 

" 

Form CAR~68Is f 96 column 
I~M sy

stem d3 PU2~cl'/h~dy~:~~So~18~/~0{~!~Sc~rdS) ~ blnary car s, . • 
° tout data coverlng a Case assignment.reports, prln 

4 year time perlod 
Traffic Citation Vio a 10n 1 t o Reports covering a 
4 year time period. . 

. °1 tlme period Summaries covering a Slml ar Assignment 
Traffic Reports for the same time period 
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Analysis of th . 
". e avallable source documents revealed 

maJorlty of required data elements were captured in 
cards prep~red from the Form CAR-68's, the Traffic 
and Complalnt forms, and the Crime Reports. 

Day of year (Julian calendar) 

that the 
the data 

Citation 

The incident type (there are twelve 
If an general categories) 

, a~rest was ~~de or not (coded J or 0) 
The offlcer assigned to the . 
What division 'the off" c~l1 (oy badge number) 

" lcer aSslgned works in 
The unlt ~ssigned ;(by badge number) 

The h~ur 1n which a call was dispatched 
The,tlme arrived (t· . 
h e ~a r r i v e d a t 1 0 cat ~ mea s s 1 9 ned if i e 1 dun i t rep 0 r ted 

. on or event) 
The tlme when the off· . . 
assigned fiel~ unit r~~~~t~~ ~ack in service (time 
next assignment) e was available for 

Ambulance dispatched (l"f d· lspatched 
Tow t ru c k d· t h - lspa c ed (if dispatched 

by company) ~ 

by company) .. 
by type of unit) 

Fire unit dispatched (if dispatched 
Coroner dispatched (if dispatched) 
Pfficer assistance (if 
badge number only) an assist unit is assigned by 
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These source documents can be supplemented by: 

o Patrol Personnel Assignment Schedules 
G Arrest Report and Citation forms 
a Crime Reports 
g Traffic Reports 
e Vehicle reQorts 
o Traffic Citation 
~ Complaint Form 

PRO BL E~1 AR EAS 

Analysis of the available so~rce documents r~vealed several 
problem areas. The major source documents (the IBM punch cards, 
case assignment reports, printout data, and assignment summaries) 
generated for use by management personnel to aid them in decision 
making, are all based on the coding of the Form CAR-68's. Since 
the Form CAR-68 is the hasic source document from which a1.l other 
major source documents are generated, any errors made in coding 
will automatically create inaccuracies in all reports generated 
from it. 

Errors in coding the Form CAR-68 is related directly to the in
formation available to code from: 

Th~ city map used by the dispatcher to assign patrol 
units to specific calls for service is not up-to-date. 
It was last revised on August 1, 1968 by the City Plan
ning Department. Not only is it difficult to dispatch 
a patrol unit to a street not shown on the map, it is 
also difficult to code the "Beat", "Zone", and "Qua~ter 
Zone II boxes properly. 

o The city map used by the dispatcher does not have block 
n u m b e r son it. T his c rea t e s err 0 r sin cod i n g the . ,. Z 0 n e " 
"Quarter Zone" boxes because of the grid overlay devel
oped by SCPO. 
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a The information available to code the "Beat" box is 
not reliab1e and cannot be used in calculations re
lated to this study. The reason being that the beat 
boundaries change often without being documented. 
In other words, what Beat 1 Was geographically last 
night may not be the same tonight. 

Another problem area is the instructions for coding the Form 
CAR-58 in which: 

& The dispatched time is rounded off to the nearest hour 

• All calls for serVice without a specific location, 
that results in a car being dispatched, is Coded in 
the City Hall zone, Zone 8, Quarter Zone 4. It 
appears that these ~alls for service are related t~ 
warrants proceSsed by the SerVice DiviSion. Such 
COding will have tD ~e deleted in order to perform more accurate calculations. 

Another problem of the Form CAR-68 is: 

• The 1 ack of recorded time between the ti me a ca 11 .. 
for serVice comes In and the time a patrol unit ii dispatched. 

• The amount of time Used up by an aSSist unit is not recorded.' 

There is ohe other major problem related to crime analYSis: 

• We will not be able to compare crime rates with 
dem..ographic data due to the fact that 

--all crime data is based on a grid system, the 
zone, quarter zone system, and 

--all demographic data is only available by either census track or by Planning area 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
j 

The effectiv~Hess and accuracy of prediction and manpower .110-

cation calCUlations can be enhanced by the fOllOWing short range 
and long range Planning recommendations. 
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" ". it is recommen?ed hort term plannlng bas b1S'u
r

ed for this study, On as" " data base e ~ d 
that the eX1st1ng CAR-68 data car s. sp ecifically the Form 1" 

progtammed to e 1-d Ot routine should be data cards and An erio~ e ~ tly coded CAR-68 
minate 1ncorr~~formation. 
un-necessary 1 the Police 

prepared for d the 
The santatC~~Zt~!t~i~~Pplanningb D~h:r~~~~~ea~iS_ 
Departmen tment, used ~ d block 
Public WO~ksl~·c:rUPdated immed,at=IYga~f fut~re 
patcher s. ou d for more accurate co 1n 
numbers adde d in this study. 
data to be use . there should be a 

planning basls, "th data on a On a long term 'lity of dealing.w, to better 
programmed ~aC;:~k nu,ber ba!is.,n ~~d;~IS study. census trac h" characterlstlcs 
relate demograp 'c alloca-

diction and manpower 
We should bas~ the pr~istorical workload rates. tion calculatlons on 
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I. CONCEPT OF EVALUATION 

Programmatic crime prevention, as contrasted ~vith crime 

solution and enforcement, is a relatively new experience for 

California police jurisdictions. Evaluation of crime prevention 

programs usually have been casual and unstructured. Carefully 

designed and administered evaluations, however, can be used most 

effectively to determine whether to continue, stop, or modify a 

program/project; to justify the use of state, county or municipal 

funds to support the program/project; or to determine if the 

program/project should be replicat:ed in other Jurisdictions. 

Expansion or replication of an innovative anti-crime program/ 

project should be avoided before the exp~rimental projects have 
been evaluated.l 

Of the three projects "evaluated" in the Region M cluster, only one (Seaside) had been Operational for a period of at least one full ye.:.r; another (Salinas) had been active for a period of less than ten (10) months, and the third (Santa Cruz) was not yet operational. As a consequence, comparative statistical project 

performance evaluation Was not Possible, nor will it be practicable 

until each of the projects has been productively operational OVer 
a sustained periud o.f time. 

Although some police jurisdictions do initiate crime preven

tion projects in the expectation of almost immediate results in 

terms of crime reduction, a realistic evaluation based on statisti

cal and empirical measurement can not be done until the project 

has been operational over an absolute minimum period of one year, 
and preferably over a longer period. 

It is evident that effectiveness of Special Unit crime pre

vention activities, if evalUated on a short-term baSis, can only 

be Subjective and will not yield a true measure of impact. Actual 

lSee Evaluation of Crime Cont;ol Programs, also Crimina.l Justice 
Res

7a
rch: Evaluation In Criminal Justice Programs, published in 

Apr1l 1~72 and in June 1973 respectively by the U~S. Department 
of Jushce, Law Enforcement Assistance Administr"tion, National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Washing~n, D.C. 
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t basis and after be evaluated on a long- erm performance can only tablished. 
a thoroughly reliable data base has been es 

. (S 'de Salinas and Santa of the proJects eaSl , . 
Since all three by the California Councll on . d · lar9'~ measure 

Cruz) are finance ln . Administratlon 
. u h a Law Enforcement Asslstance 

Criminal Justlce thro g t d that a short-term 
PB/Region M reques e 

(LEAA) block grant, RCJ. ~ tain if a rigorous 
. de II in-house" to asc~_r 

evaluative effort be rna ful purpose during the 
' would serve a use 

statistical evaluatlon . P haps a more important 
f the proJects. er d . e 

early life cycles 0 Evaluation Specialist eV1S 
o have the short-term . . 

objective was t t 'ht have universal appll.-" thodo'ogy tha mlg 
a general evaluatlon me.l. b Region M proponents 

- . ts prepared y _ ~ation to CCCJ-financed proJe~ 

in the future. 

Review of 

that nationally 

the Evaluation Specialist revealed 
literature by 'tistical 

little comparatlve sta 
there has been tionally, there 
' ression projects. Conven 

valuation of crlme supp. "t such assessment 
e . t of proJect lmpac T ' , ssessmen _ 
has been sub.Jectlve a " t or Project Director, 

b the proJect proponen f 
usually being done y. "the findings. In each 0 

' 'vi table blas ln 
thus introduclng an lne , 'd Salinas and Santa Cruz, 

' II urveyed If ln Seasl e, 't 
the three proJects s " their opinlons tha 

' , were unanlmous ln, , the ProJ'ect admlnlstrators ffjcient perlod 
t ' nal for a su .... d t been opera 10 , 

the activities ha no t tative subjectlve 
measure results other than on a en . of time to 

basis. 

h of the three ' little doubt that eac 
Subjectively, there lS 'b ted or will contribute to 

way has contrl u 
projects in its own 'All of the programs involve 

' ntion a.nd suppresslon. 'd the communi ties 
crlme preve - art 

t agencles , cooperation between law enforceme~ h of the projects lS 
A basic objectlve of eac Whl

'ch they serve.. t agencies and the 
I enforcemen ge Cooperation between aw l'ntent l'S to to encoura h 1 ar 

communities. T e c e bu
siness and residential . se.lective crime 

communities together ln bring the police and the 

prevention efforts. 
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Quite similar crime prevention Special Units have been 

authorized and are operational both in the Seaside Police Depart

ment and in the Salinao Police Department. In both cases, the 

Special Unit, restricted in size to three to four ' .. lndividuals, 
functions in a dual capacity. One function is to work in a 

"community relations ll role with civic groups to implement a 

program of public education in crime prevention techniques. 

The second function is essentially one of 1" ana yZlng active crime 
patterns, with special emphasis on crimes agal'nst per.sons and 
property (burglary/theft/robbery), ana, to command and control 

police m~npower through selective deployment of patrols to 

geographlC areas (censuG tracts), of potential criminal activity. 

The essential purpose of these anti-crime projects is to 

reduce the incidence of crime by means of community IDvolvement 
through a specially trained community 1 ' re atl0ns police cadre; and 
secondly, by means of ' crlme prediction teChniques and intelli 
to be shared 'h gence, 

, Wlt. patrol officers in the performance of regular 
dutles to effectively suppress crime. 

II. IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES 

Each,c~ime prevention Special Unit should be staffed with. 
fully quallfled officers endowed with good adm' . t ' 
sh' , , lnlS ratlve leader-

lp quaIl taeEl .. p. r,oject Directors particularly should have bene-
fited from sp 1 eCla lzed crime prevention traininq 'th 
th PI' , . -, el er through 

e 0 lce Offlcer's Standards and Training (P 0 S TJ ) M 
S 

' " . • .. anagemen t 
erVlce or thr h h oug. t e Natlonal Crime Prevention Institute. 

'
Implementation of projects I both in Seasl' de and Salinas, has 

lnvolved collaboration with civic clubs b ' , ' USlness associations, 
nelghborhood groups and private individuals, to assure joint 
approaches to before-the-fact crimi;: prevention. 
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Within each police jurisdiction, actual implementation of 

projects, and determination of manpower level requirements, has 

depended on realistic assessment of the ethnic-socio~economic 

composition of the community population; nature and extent of 

crime within the business/residential areas; geographical features 

of the police jurisdiction; size of the police agency; and the 

number of police officers/civilians available to the Special Unit. 

Crime prevention project efforts T~ill be successful only to 

the degree that the crime prevention unit can generate and maintain 

enthusiastic support from all departmental personnel. Effective 

liaison must prevail between the crime prevention Special Unit, 

regular patrol and investigation officers. Regular patrol and 

investigation officers must be kept constantly awar,'" of the tech

niques, objectives and activities of the Special Unit. 

III. COMMUNITY ACTION CONTRIBUTIONS 

Municipal codes generally specify minimum standards to safe

guard property and public welfare by regulating and controlling 

the design, construction, quality of materials, use and occupancy, 

location and maintenance of commercial buildings and structures 

within a city and also with built-in security equipment. These 

security standards for business/residential structures cover 

minimum standards for doors, locks, window glass, roof openings, 

special security measures, and burglar alarms. For private and. 

multiple dwelling security, the commercial building code is 

modified in terms of leniency. 

Burglary/theft can be reduced significantly through Special 

unit recommendations to commercial businesses and to home. owners of 

measures that will tighten up security. Such recommendations 

usually are made as a consequence of detailed security inspections 

of commercial establishments and private residences by the crime 

prevention cadre. 
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.) At a predetermined interval after the initial security in-

spection, the Special unit should carry out a follow-up inspection 

I' to determine the degree to which original inspection recommendations 
I' 
I· were either accepted or ignored. 
l' 

Concurrent with performance of the security inspections, the 

Spe.cial, Unit should acquaint the business/residential conununities 

with other crime deterrents, specifically, operation Identification 
and Neighborhood Alert. 

Operation Identification can deter crimes against property by 

advertising the fact that major items in commercial establishments/ 

private residences have been inscribed with a traceab.le serial 

nUi!1ber or are otherwise identifiable in the event of burglary/theft 

and subsequent disposition through sale. Once an Operation Identi

fication system has been accepted by commercial establishments/ 

. private residences, visible warning stickers should be affixed to 

the premises indicating that all items therein have been marked for 

ready identification by law enforcement agencies. Experience indi

cates that, both in Seaside and Salinas where Operation Identifica

'tion has been put into effect, the incidence of burglary/theft has 
substantially decreased.2 

Crime prevention units also should solicit area residents to 

participate in Neighborhood Alert as a means of: inc~easing cooper

ation between citizens and law enforcement agencies in the protec

tion of their own and their immediate neighbor's property; preven

tion of crimes against per.sons and property in participating 

neighborhoods; and increasing the apprehension rate for crimes 

against persons and property in the participating neighborhoods. 

Essentially, this is a community public relations activity 

in which the Special Unit officers should present a detailed 

explanation of the nature and extent of crime, respective roles of 

police and private citizens in crime prevention, and general and 

specific techniques for crime prevention and suppression. 

2 
Supra, Section I, pp. 27-a,. 27-b, 27-c, 27-d. 
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IV. EVALUATION PLANNING, DATA REQUIREMENTS AND PROJECT ANALYSIS 

Evaluation is important in assessing the effectiveness and 

efficiency of anti-crime projects. Questions that must be addressed 

in any practical evaluation are: 

e How can program/project effectiveness be measured? 

8 How reliable is the data base and accumulated statistics? 

o What constitutes an effective/acceptable evaluation dc~;j9n? 

• Who should have responsibility for project monitoring and 

evaluation? 

• At what chronological periods in the life of a criminal 

justice program/project should monitoring and evaluation 

be conducted? 

There follows an explication of evaluation methodology, evalu

ation planning, evaluation implementation, program/project standard

ization, and evaluation component review that might be universally 

applicable to.anti-burglary-theft/crime suppression and force 

allocation activities similar to those addressed in the Region M 

Cluster Evaluation effort. 

In any anti-burglary/crime suppression/force allocation 

project, essential evaluation planning requires that the proponent 

provide for the following: 

• Quantification of specific project goals and objectives; 

• Development of specific evaluation measures; 

• Determination of data requirements, and 

• Selection of analytical methods to measure project 

effectiveness. 

6 
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In any project benefiting from CCCJ/OCJP grant f~mding, 

the.re must be a comErehensive descriEtion of" the manner in which 

the project will be evaluated. Adherence to the four immediately 

aforementioned provisions will satisfy the ltevalhation component" 
requirement. 

Further explication foIIOT.'?s: 

puantification of specific project goals and objectives~ 

Goals and objectives should be quantified in terms of 

measureable levels of achievement (i.e., reduction of 

burglaries by X% per annum measured against a pre

determined base; increase in burglary arrests by Y% per 

annum against a pre-determined base year for which sound 

statistics exist; increase of property recovery by Z 

thousands of dollars value, as contrasted with the value 

of property recovered during a prior year for which 

accurate records exist). 

Development of specific evaluation measures, Project 

evaluation measures are used to assess levels of achieve

ment. Evaluation measures may be in terms of efficiency 

or effectiveness, or both. 

Efficiency measures center on the allocation of 

police resources required to perform project activities 

as compared with results (cost-benefit measurement) 

Still another illustrative increment of efficiency 

would be average response time of a police unit to 

reach the scene of a crime. 

Effectiveness measures usually evaluate the impact of 

the project on the target problem (crime prevention/ 

suppression) and are reflected in decrease/increase 
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in the incidence of burglary/theft rates or in 

the decrease/increase of recidivism rates. 

Determination of data requirements. Data elements can be 

stipulated either in quantitative (statistical) or in 

qualitative (narrative description of project environment) 

terms. Constraints might preclude the acquisition of 

essential data elements, either because of sensitivity, or 

simply because demonstrably' sound information has not been 

collected. Data element availabilit~ oftentimes can be 

thwarted by cost and frequency of collection. Prior to 

activation of a crime suppression project, a determination 

should be made concerning data elements most important to 

project performance. Also, it must be determined how and 

when data will be reported to the project evaluator(s) . 

Selection of analytical methods to measure project effective

ness. Determination must be made during the course of project 

planning concerning the analytical methods to be used for 

evaluation and also to establish the management procedures to 

l ' h th I' The selected analytical method will accomp 18 e ana YS1S. 

d f ach cluster of proJ'ects be unique to each program an or e 

with similar objectives. There should be uniformity in tech

niques for" projects that are similarly conceived in terms of 

work plan and objectives. Data are essential inputs to 

evaluation; analysis is the output of evaluation. 

8 
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V. EVALUATION IMPLEMENTATION 

Data specified in the evaluation plan must be collected 

and then managed for use in analysis. Consistency in data 

collection is essential to evaluation accuracy. There should be 

consistency in data collection methods, in order to assure data 

uniformity. Explicit procedures should govern data collection. 

Data collectors should be aware of the purpose for which the 

collection is being done. Predesigned data collection forms 

will minimize errors by data collectors. Collected data sh~uld 

be validated, because data reliability is absolutely essential 

to sound project evaluation. 

Data management (storage, maintenance, processing, report

ing) is important, quite regardless of whether or not the data is 

to be manually maintained or computerized. 

Data must be kept current, easily accessible and retrievable 

if it is to serve its essential purpose as an aid to the control, 

direction and evaluation of crime suppression projects. 

Evaluation analysis (or assessment of progress against base

line data) is a recurrent process that should be performed regularly 

throughout the life of a project. 

Evaluation analysis, whether performed by Region M staff, or 

by the designated Project Director, or by an independent consultan~f 

should be accomplished on a regularly scheduled basis as a tool of 

management. 

Project continuation should be questioned whenever project 

success levels fall below acceptable levels of expectation, or 

whenever interim evaluation indicates probable failure ai: the 

conclusion of the implementation period, or whenever sub'jective 

judgement indicates that basic objectives will not be accomplished. 
, 
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[) In every instance there should be a terminal evaluation 

analysis to measure project effectiveness. 

Proper diagnostic evaluation of the Region M cluster would 

require the measurement of relative contributions of each of the 

constituent projects in Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz. Unfortu

nately, such measurement is not possible at this early stage of 

maturity of the several projects which comprise the cluster. 

VI. A STANDARDIZED EVALUATION STRATEGY FOR USE IN REGION M 

A. Overview 

The most effective contribution that can be made to the 

Regional Criminal Justice Planning Board, Region M, as a 

by-product of the foregoing cluster evaluation, is some 

detailed commentary on evaluation planning and on the 

importance of adopting a standardized evaluation design 

for all CCCJ/OCJP financed projects henceforth proposed 

by Region M proponents. 

It is most practical at this point in time (June 1974) , 

in the absence of a strong statewide program/project evalu

ation capability within the organizational structure of the 

Office of Criminal Justice Planning, Sacramento, to facili

tate program/project evaluation by creating a speciaJ. 

monitoring/assessment/evaluation capability within OCJP 

regional staffs. Therefore, the purpose of the concluding 

segment of this special staff study is to elucidate a 

standardized proceal.,re for program/project planning, evalu

ation, monitoring and analysis that might apply in future 

to all LEAA-OCJP funded programs/projects in the counties 

of Monterey, Santa Cruz and San Benito. The study, hopefully, 

will be referred to both by Region M permanent staff and by 

proponents as a model for evaluative research on all criluinal 

justice projects proposed for future activation. 

10 
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The residual portion of this staff study will deal with 

the interrelated disciplines of pre-planning for evaluation 

of anti-crime programs/projects, monitoring/assessment of 

activated programs/projects, and measurement of success 

(or failure) of programs/projects in meeting stated goals 

and objectives. stress will be placed on the desirability 

for ,selection of programs/projects for which goals and 

objectives'can be statistically quantified. In unique 

situations where only partial quantificati~n is possible 

because of data constraints, :guidance will be given concern

ing qualitative evaluation techniques for program/project 

performance. Quite regardless of whether quantitative or 

qualitative standards of performance (or a combination of 

both) are used, there still is need for a consistent tech

nique of evaluation analysis throughout Region M. 

Since both the LEAA and CCCJ/OCJP require that all grant 

applications contain an evaluation component, the study will 

address itself to the basic sub-components that comprise the 

overall evaluation component. The sub-components are: 

o Evaluation planning; 

• Evaluation monitoring; and 

o Evaluation analysis. 

B. Pre-Project Evaluation Planning 

At the time a project is conceived by any Region M pro

ponent agency, it should be incumbent upon the OCJP .Regional 

staff to assist in the quantification of project objectives; 

establishment of relationships between project objectives and 

regional goals; identification of evaluation measures; deter

mination of basic data needs; development of analytical 

11 
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methodology; establishment of schedules for periodic monitor

ing of project activities; and performance of comparative 

anaLyses, including cost effectiveness studies. 

'the essential purpose of evaluation planning is to make 

provisions for measuring the effectiveness of projects. 

Steps to realistic evaluation planning and effective project 

implementation are: precise statement of goals and objective~, 

including reference to specific quantitative measurements; 

establishment of a reasonably precise relationship between 

Regional criminal justice activity goals and specific project 

objectives; development of a project evaluation design (synony

mous with evaluation measurement techniques) i determination of 

data needs, recognition of data constraints, and creation of an 

in-project potential for maintenanc;e of adequate reporting 

. capabilities; and determination of methods of data analysis 

that will contribute to project performance evaluation. 3 

Restated, a successful evaluation effort must take into 

consideration for each and every criminal justice project a 

series of evaluation components, specifically: 

• Statement of goals and objectives -- a summary 

statement setting forth what the project. seeks 

to accomplish in quantifiable terms. 

• Identification of evaluation measures -- based on 

a clear statement of goals and objectives. 

• Data requirements -- explicit determination of 

data elements required for effective project 

evaluation. 

3See SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM - PROPOSED STANDARDIZED CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
PROJECT EVALUATION, Region M - Office of Criminal Justice Planning. 
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8 Data collection procedures -- will specify the 

manner in which required data will be collected, 

collection schedule, and the format of data 

collection forms to be used. 

• Data analysis techniques -- a sununary statement 

of how data elements will be analysed to deter

mine project effectiveness. 

• Evaluation reporting schedule -- must be strictly 

adhered to for Region M monitoring purposes and 

for comparative measurement against similarly 

conceived crime prevention projects. At the 

state and national levels a regular reporting 

schedule is of paramount importance to evaluate 

results of similarly conceived programs and 

projects in widely dispersed jurisdictions. 

The statement of goals and objectives should deal with 

anticipated levels of achievement in quantifiable terms, also 

the time frame in which the anticipated levels of achievement 

are to be accomplished. Quantification normally is expressed 

as a number, or as a percentage, or in relation to an index. 

Illustratively, the general program goal in the Region M 

Cluster Evaluation with reference to the individual projects 

in the cluster is to reduce the number of crimes against 

property in all of the involved police jurisdictions (Seaside, 

Salinas, Santa Cruz). Quantification would be a forthright 

statement that crimes against property would be reduced by 

a stipulated percentage within each of the three distinct 

police jurisdictions in Region M over a fixed forward period 

of time (conventionally 3 years under LEAA/CCCJ grants) . 
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\vht·lfeV(.';l:a.nd 'whenev(;J: possible in Ret]ion MJ projects 

\\"i. th ~3imi l~u~' Qbj('ctiv~s should be implentented in such a 

manne,!' tha:t;, It'Qmrnon· measu;t;'exnen t techniqm;~s can be used to 

,k·tl~X'mil1e th.eir l~elative cont:t:ibutions to progrum success. 

g'lZlluati(\11 mL1(1s'Uremr:mt techniques require the identi-. 

f~S,.;.~.~:h~~~~'?~"p\ralua.tio1l.1!lon.s,ure~ to be applie.d t.O a parti
cular pro<Jrmn or prDj\;~ct~ Prefc.ruhly mei'ISUrements will bt? 

~1~!3.~n~'±!~iv..£ (tlt1nIDerS I porcontages I indices). Occasionally 

;:l~~i~~i.l;.:;::..tiv(~. m"',18urement, in which tho E~xpertise of qualified 

iUtliYiChiills 'i,Jill govern, is necessary. Wher~V'or and whencwnr 

P()f',fd..bh'; qiV0l'l adequate basoline ~latn., ~ant.itativ~~ oV<:lhl~' 

clt,ion is preferhble. 

Pr(Kn:am/p:eoject t,:waluution measur0mt~nt ttlso will be 

,:l\.~compli.sht;.d in tormA of 0ffactj.ve~ (red'l.lction in burg.Uu:y 

rat,~~s t t'~~duction :Ln recidivism) I ~:.ffic:iency (within the 

admin,:i.r;b,;:rinq police jurisdiction) I and ~ tudes of pol,i co 

tldminist:rato:rs I offenders I and general public acceptance! .. 

.. !2.at.::;t u~1Jutrcments. and data collection proc~dure~~ a .. t'(; 

(~L1:3(m.tinl ~;lelnents Lo eff'(:~cti 'lTC! evaluation planning. ~ 

~(~!.ta t~~9.~d.r~d ~?~er a. s,ustained Ecriod of tim(~ p.rj.o,r, to 

~S.8.uti.0l} of. a. crime I?ravent;ion IJTOj.<;,9t affD~ •. !:l!.9 ,9l1~Y 

f~i?,.Jk l~~n a 1 iab Ie .t:5l.chnique f o,E.2!19,a.s ur i ~1.....ErS2 i~:lS':."t,;~':l ctty~::. 
D:E:sS ,i~~ .. quag't:.~.:[iab1.e t(Lr~!.§.. Dete:rmination of d;'1ta needs 

theref'()xwill require that pl.:'ogram/prCJjoct proponcnt&1 

ilecomplish t,he following: 

o Ascertain fi::t1n data requiroments, 

o Hccognize data constraints (existence/,;:wi"dlubility/ 

cost:) i 

o .Evolve an effectiv6 data collection technit:p.lc 

(collocted by \'lhom/how often/in what format); 

15 
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Project objectives can be singular or multiple. In 

reference to the Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz projects, 

objectives are multiple in each jurisdiction. Quantifi

cation is' reflected by a series of statements concerning 

the percentages by which crimes against property will be 

reduced over a given period of time, nuniliers of burglary 

interventions over a given period of time, number of 

appearances of Special unit crime prevention teams before 

civic groups on a monthly/quarterly/annual basis, etc. 

The evaluator must determine which data "I7alues are 

required for effective quantitative measurement and over 

what time frame the measurements will be accomplished. 

Program goal/project objective relationships are 

intended to demonstrate the degree to which individual 

projects contribute to achievement of the program impact 

goal (reduction of the numbers of burglaries committed in 

each of the three police jurisdictions involved in the 

Region M cluster). For projects that are being evaluated 

together as parl,s of a program, the evaluation should 

attempt to determine the relative contributions of the 

several projects that comprise the program. In the deter

rence/detection/apprehension program, goal aChievements 

will be measured by reduction of burglaries committed in 

the three police jurisdictions involved in the Region M 

cluster. Each of the three projects seeks to reduce 

burglaries by such techniques as: encouragement of improved 

lighting in business and residential communities and for 

individual structures within those communities; hardening of 

potential burglary targets; improved survei.llance of'known 

burglars; surveillance of the stolen propE;!rt,y market;' 

increased patrol effectiveness; business establishment and 

private residential inventorying and property identification; 

and Neighborhood Alert activities. 
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Wherever and whenever possible in Region M, projects 

with similar objectives should be implemented in such a 

manner that common measurement techniques can be used to 

determine their relative contributions to program success. 

Evaluation measurement techniques require the identi

fication of evaluation measures to be applied to a parti

cular program or project. Preferably measurements will be 

quantitative (numbers, percentages, indices). Occasionally 

qualitative measurement, in which the expertise of qualified 

individuals will govern, is necessary. Wherever and whenever 

possible, given adequate baseline data, quantitative evalu

ation is preferable. 

Program/project evaluation measurement also will be 

accomplished in terms of effectiveness (reduction in burglary 

rates, reduction in recidivism) ,efficiency (within the 

administering police jurisdiction), and attitudes of police 

administrators, offenders, and general public acceptance. 

Data requirements and data collection procedures are 

essential elements to effective evaluation planning. Base 

data acquired over a sustained period of time prior to 

activation of a crime prevention project affords the only 

really realiable technique for measuring project effective

ness in guantifiable terms. Determination of data needs 

therefor will require that program/project proponents 

accomplish the fOllowing: 

• Ascertain firm data requirements; 

• Recognize data constraints (existence/availability/ 

cost) ; 

• Evolve an effective data . collection technique. 

(collected by whom/how often/in what format) ; 

15 
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• Establish a data management system (storage/ 
processing/report format); and 

• Establish a data validation system (realiability/ 

accuracy/changes in program or project objectives/ 

changes in supervisory administrative techniques) . 

Data analYsis techniques require the application of 

uniform procedures that will yield reliability and accuracy 

for guantitative measurement of similar crime prevention 

projects. Qualitative measurement is more difficult to 

st3.ndardize unless the same evaluator's professional services 

are used for all programs/projects with similar aims and 

objectives in any given California OCJP region. The (regional) 

eValuator, functioning in fullest cooperation with the project 

proponent and Project Director, must analyse how ~alitative 
factors along with q~antitative data influence program/project 
result...;. 

Evaluation reporting Schedule, Whether it be for quarterly 

monitoring purposes, or for mid-term project assessment, or 

for interim or final product eValuation, should be firm. 

"Slippage" in reporting schedules should be permitted only 

in unusual circumstances 'that are pre-agreed between the 

Project Director, the Regional Executive Director, and OCJP/ 

CCCJ. Unscheduled special reports on unusual progress or 
unanticipated problems should be encoUraged. 

C. Monitoring and EValuation 

Monitoring is an important sub-component in the overall 

evaluation component concept. In essencb, periodic monitor

ing is intended to assure that the program/project is being 

implemented in the manner set forth in the grant application 
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and that assessment respons~b~l~ , , 'ties are being administered 

I t' n component that . 'th ~he pre-agreed eva ua ~o in conform~ty \<[1.. l- t Through 
'ect agreemen . is an irrevocable part of the proJ t ly) it can 

the monitoring process (usually performed quar er . 

action needs to be taken to be determined if corrective, 1 

if the operationa or even to determ~ne "track" the project, 

and evaluation plans need modification. 

Mon;toring determines if the proJec , t is being implemented 
.... ..... if goals conformity with the basic contractual agreemenl- t 

in on an appropriate time-phased and Objectives are being met 

, 1 requires change; if there 'f the evaluat~on p an 
basis; ~ , success 

re-thinking, either of object~ves or , 
should be 1 dministrative/personnel/f~scal levels; and also to revea a 

problems. 

, w;ll give recognition to: The monitoring funct~on .... 

if This requires determination ProJ'ect implementation. , 

ting techniques are be~ng specified resources and opera .. , 

, operly filled, ~f d 'f staff functions are be~ng pr , 
use , ~ '_ schedule, and/or ~f goals/objectives are be~ng met on 't / 

f d The mon~ or unanticipated problems have sur ace. " 'th 

1 t W;ll have to be thoroughly fam~l~ar w~ eva ua or .... 1 
d 'th project personne . project operations an w~ 

This will confirm Evaluation component implementatio,n. 

are being properly d ulans for evaluat~on 
that pre-agree ~ t implementa-

f d Involved in evaluatiop componen , 
per orme . t' 1 data is be~ng 
tion will be confirmation that essen ~a , 

accordance with prescr~bed '1 t d regularly and in 
col ec e are being maintaiped, thods that accurate data records 
me, '" erformed in the manner th t data analys~s ~s be~ng p , d 

a . and that all requ~re 'b d in the project agreement, 
prescr~ e . WJmitted on schedule. t reports are be~ng Sl managemen 

17 
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Program(project sCOPe is monitored to det . ;f 
at' , erml.!le -L. 

n ~c~pated success levels are real;st;c' . 
Ct:.. d .... -L. l.n Vl.ew of 
.I.~ange conditi ' h 

. . ons l.n t e s·ocio-poli tico-economic 
env'~ronment since inception of the activity. The 

proJect proponent and evaluator of tent' 
f l.mes cannot 
ore see changes of a ~ " 

th 
' " SOCl.O-Poll.t-l-co-economic nature 

at wl.ll ar~se ·duri . . 
l

' ng a conventl.onal 3-year project 
l.fe cycle. As a co 

d ' nsequence, ·the project evaluation 
t:sl.

gn ~hoUld pr.0vide a procedure fqr re-evaluating 

e,proJect through mutual agreement between the 
proJect proponent/proJ'ect d' ' 

1.rector and the monitor/ eval ua·tor . 

Scope of the 1 
, eVa uation plan should be 

mo t regularly 
n1. ored to determine if it ' 

analysis of ' - 1.S an effective tool for 
program/proJect SUccess Wh 

' '. ere program/ 
proJect goals and obJ'e t' 

c 1.ves are substa t' 1 ' 
fied after "kick-off n th ,n 1.a ly mod1.-

, e evaluat1.on d' , 
to be modified Ev 'f eS1.gn w1.ll need 

, • en 1. a program/project is imple-
mented in st t . r1.C accordance with th 1 
pro d e p an, evaluation 

ce ures may require modification b 
ation design is n t . ecause the evalu-
perf 0 properly compatible with project 

ormance. Under such circumstances " , 
of evaluatio ' mod1.f1.cat1.on 

n procedures vmuld b b th 
desirable E' e 0 necessary· and 

• xper1.ence might indicat th 
(po 'bl e at more 
'. SS1. Y less) data should be 11 

1 co ected" or that 
co lection and processing procedures t 

or that methods f' should be modified; 
o analys1.s should be modif' 

a sounder interpretation of ' 1.ed to obtain 
program/proJect resul'cs. 
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D. Performance Analysis 

Performance analysis is imperatively required to 

measure program/project success or failure and to validate 

the reasons for success or failure. Therefore, it is 

important that the evaluation design contain a performance 

analysis technique, a statement of how the analysis will 

be done, and how the results of the analysis will be 

applied to overall program/project evaluation. 

Evaluation analysis procedures should require deter

mination of the fOllowing: 

• Who is to perform the analysis; 

S When the analysis will be accomplished; 

• How the analysis will be performed; and 

• What use will be made of results of the analysis. 

By preference the evaluation analysis should be performed 

jointly by the program/project director and by an evaluation 

technician attached either to the Region M staff or to the OCJP 

Sacramento staff (assuming that OCJP Sacramento were to substan

tially expand its evaluation staff capabilities in the future) . 

Evaluation analysis should be performed at periodic inter

vals specified in the proj ect agreement·, or when specified 

milestones are reached, or when critical events are epcountered 

during the course of project'implementation, and without 

exception upon project completion. 

In the case of the Region M Cluster Evaluation, and since 

project activities were not initiated simultaneously in 

Seaside, -Salinas and Santa Cruz, it was not possible to 

measure project objectives ·achievement on a comparative basis. 

This can only be done retroactively when each of the' three 

projects has run its ·full implementation period. Interim 

19 
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success levels can be measured with some degree of satis

faction when each of the projects has' been active for a. 

minimum period of one year. Because all three of the 

projects involved in the Region M cluster have 

been plagued by slow start-up, any effort to perform a 

comparative performance evaluation before mid-1975 would 

be t.mrealistic. 

Interim evaluations; however, oftentimes are needed to 

meet the needs of program management and planning. Conse

quently, in all projects proposed in future by Region M 

proponents, it is recommended that evaluations be scheduled 

at least three months in advance of the new fiscal year for 

which continuing funding will be requested. Interim analysis 

also will determine project probability of achieving stated 

objectives by the end of the full implementation period. Estab

lishment of interim Success levels and proper interpretation 

of findings are important to realistic evaluation planning. 

Demonstrated interim success levels, together with appro

priate graphs, matrices, or other descriptive interpretation, 

are properly included in the overall program/project evalu
ation component. 

VII. CONOLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. General 

This Region M staff study has attempted, on. the basis of 

relatively short-term observation of three separate r.:.nti

crime projects in Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz (creating 

a special tactical police patrol unit, increasing the 

strength of the patrol force in high-crime areas during 

predicted peak crime hours, use of computer generated police 

management information, improving burglary clearance rates, 

20 

and/or "hardening" potential crime targets through improved 

lock-up and light-up community relations activities), to 

set forth some general evaluation principles that henceforth 

can benefit Region M project proponents seeking LEAA-CCCJ 

grant funding. The Region M Cluster Evaluation effort has 

generated a recommended standardized procedure to be 

followed for evaluation of experimental crime prevention/ 

suppression projects from initial conceptualization until 

such forward period of time as the projects have progressed 

from experimental to fully operati.onal status. 4 

Although deficiencies in available data have presented 

problems for the Region M Cluster Evaluation effort, such 

deficiencies do not rule out the possibility of interim 

evaluations of these anti-crime projects. Monitoring the 
'~i 

quality of available dafa, careful analysis of the data, 

and the collection of additional data will strengthen the 

evaluation process in the future. The importance of data 

acquisition and data management should be clearly understood 

from the outset of any anti-crime project if terminal evalu

ation is to be meaningful. 

Among the more important considerations in project evalu

ation is the need for the evaluative researcher (Evaluation 

Specialist) to maintain strong liaison with individuals 

within the proponent agencies \lrho have operational and 

administrative responsibility f:or any given project. The 

Evaluation Specialist absolutely must have a comprehensive 

knowledge of the LEAA grant management cycle,S of the 

criminal justice system with particular emphasis 9n police 

operations, and also with data i:hat can influence evaluatiqns. 

4Refer to SCHEMATIC DIAGRM1 - PROPOSED STANDARDIZED CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
PROJECT EVALUATION, Region M - Offic~ o~ Criminal Justice Planning, 
supra, p. l2-a. 

5 
See GRANT MANAGEMENT CYCLE FLOW CHART. 
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Of equal importance, all Project Directors who have opera

tional responsibility for anti-crime projects must be 

generally knowledgeable concerning the intricacies, require

ments and problems of evaluation without getting overly 

involved with statistical manipulation and evaluation tech

nology. Such mutual collaboration will be of assistance 

in uncovering problems while they still are incj_pi,~nt, and 

will ease the transition of the project from the experimental 

phase to a more sophisticated and effective operational phase. 

Assumptions that were used to just.ify the program in its 

inception should be constantly tested and verified by the 

Project Director in collaboration with the Evaluation 

Specialist, and amended as necessary during the course of 

actual project operations . 

A well conceived and executed evaluation methodology 

will help both the CCCJ and proponent agencies which are 

implementing projects to obtain a technical appraisal of 

the projects' worth and potential for continuation or 

transferability to other regional jurisdictions. The actual 

and/or potential value of an anti-crime project will not be 

realized if it is not evaluated on a regular basis in 

accordance with a standardized procedure. A standardized 

evaluation procedure also will facilitate a comparative 

measurement of effectiveness vis-a-vis similarly conceived 

projects. 

Anti-crime projects of the type involved in the Region 

M Cluster Evaluation (special tactical police patrol unit, 

increase in patrol force in peak crime hours, computer 

generated management information, improved clearance rates, 

IIhardened" potential crime targets) shQuld benefit from a 

proposed standardized general evaluation framework, viz., 

22 
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• Development of a detailed project rationale; 

• Selec'tion of an evaluator (or evaluation team) i 

$ Selection of control and experimental areas 

for project implementation; 

• Determination of external and internal measures 
of effectiveness; 

• Determination of data requirements; 

• Development of data base; 

• Collection and analysis of data; 

• Modification of the project (assumptions, rationale, 
data collect;on proced • ures, measures of effectiveness) 
as necessary; 

• Methods for collection and analysis of data and 

information, and interpretation thereof; 

.• Verification of project rationale in the 'light of 

operational expt;rience; 

e Description of measurable or observed changes that 

have resulted from project operations; 

• Determination of continuation of the project in the 

proponent jurisdiction; and 

23 

• Determination of replication of the project in 

other Region M jurisdictions. 

A succinct model for evaluation that might consistently 

be used for Region M anti-crime projects of the genre pre

vailing in Seaside, Salinas and Santa Cruz would include a 

fairly pr:-cise statement of project objectives (e.g., "putting 

more cops on the beat", adding a Special Unit, creating a 

tactical patrol force, increasing patrol force strength in 

high-crime areas during hig'h crime hours, improving burglary 

clearance rates, "hardening" burglary targets through improved 

lock-up and light-up activities, and promotion of a police 

public relations campaign), followed by a detailed project 

rationale. 

The project rationale would: set forth the specific 

crimes on which the proponent law enforcement jurisdiction 

would focus and on which p~ompt police response would be 

required; would indicate the capability of conventional patrol 

under the pre-project scheme of operations I \/lould anticipate 

and stipulate improved quality of police service under the 

revised and improved manpower allocation scheme; would blue

print a method for the compilation, management and analysis 

of data essential to the evolution oi. . .Jlleaninqful evaluatiog 

on a regular basis throughout the life of an LEAA-OCJP funded 

project; and, finally, would provide a detailed commentary on 

impediments to the controlled experiment. The logic suppor.ting 

the project should be modified on the basis of information 

generated and experience acquired during the life-cycle of 

the project. The final evaluation report should contain a 

post-project analysis of .the a priori. justification of the 

project from its inception. 
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Even if a particular anti-crime project is unsllccessful, 

the final evalua'tion report can provide useful information 

for planning by other police departments which might be 

consider~,ng the activation of a similar project. To achieve 

the greatest benefit, the tools of evaluative research should 

be standardized and applied realistically, with full knowledge 

of the lli1ique characteristics of crime prevention/suppression 

evaluative techniques. 

B. Specific 

On March 27, 1974, Region Mis .Executive Director, in a 

briefing presentation to the OCJP Executive Director, 

indicated the need for more consistent project monitoring/ 

assessment/evaluation and for the creation of a strong program/ 

project evalua'tive research capability, either at the Sacramento 

level or at the Regional level. In order to assure timely 

and effective project evaluation that does not impose on 

project operational personnel a requirement to become experts 

in evaluation research, it was proposed that an individual 

or individuals with programmatic evaluative research experi

ence be added to Regional staffs throughout the State of 

California. 

In mid-April 1974, OCJP Sacramento recommended use of 

$6.24 million Part C funds to finance projects dealing with 

certain statewide problems that are not, in the opinion of 

tl""lB OC,JP Executive Director, adequately addressed by the 

numerous regional plans. OCJP Sacramento recommended that 

$575,000 of contingency funds be made available to Regional 

Planning Boards to expand project monitoring and evaluation 

staff by tW'enty-nine (29) positions statewide, of which one 
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position has been tentatively allocated to Region H. Tho 

apparent rationaliza·tion behind this staffing recommendation 

is that an evaluation performed by criminal jus·t.ice person

nel at the project operation level is neither free of 

preconceptions, nor free from the influence of the bene

ficiary agency administrators. 

In essence, this means that an Evaluation Specialist 

can be added to Region M staff on a match-free basis to 

assist all project proponents in the counties of Monterey, 

Santa Cruz and San Benito with evnluation design for all 

LEAA-CCCJ funded activities. 

Criminal justice agency project proponents and Project 

Directors throughout the counties of Monterey, Santa Cruz 

and San Benito properly could and should look to the Region 

M staff Evaluation Specialist for technical assistance in 

development and direction of project evaluation design. 

In the event that such technical assistance capability 

is approved for supplementing the Region M staff, a clear 

prior understanding should exist between the Region M 

Executive Director, operational proponents, sponsoring 

agencies, and the California Council on Criminal Justice/ 

Office of Criminal Justice Planning as to what each desires 

or can expect to get in terms of what each wants to know 

concerning project success measurement. 

. Since program/project evaluation can fail unless the 

designated evaluator maintains a strong and continuing 

liaison with the proponent law enforcement agency having 

primary operational responsibility for the project, it is 

recommended that the Evaluation Specialist should be a 

part of the permanent office staff of the Regional Executive 

Director. The selected Region M staff specialist should be 
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fully knowledgeable concerni~g all criminal justice programs/ 

projects, both o~go~g and contemplated in Region M. This 

will permit constant and effective liaison with beneficiary 

agencies and proponents of LEAA/CCCJ grants throughout 

Region M, the provision of OCJP Region M staff guidance for 

program and project planning, monitoring and assessment of 

in-region projects on a quarterly basis, performance of 

liaison on a re;gular basis with OCJP' s Standards and Evalu

ation Division in Sacramento, and also guarantee timely 

preparation of final project evaluation reports. 

The Region M staff specialist will have eValuative 

research technical competence to formulate individual 

project criteria to: 

~ Quantify project objectives; 

~ Establish relationships between project objectives 

and measurable impact; 

~ Identify evaluation measures; 

@ Determine pre-project activation data needs; 

o Develop methods for individual and clUster project 

analysis; 

* Monitor ongoing project performance; 

@ Perform terminal program/project evaluations, 

including determination of the reasons for the 

degrees of success (or failurG) achieved; and 

e Assist project proponents in the continuation, 

coordination, and/or replication of successful 

anti-crime activities and. in the use of a 

standardized evaluation format. 
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